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Overview
This guide describes how to deploy the Tanium™ Client to enterprise endpoints.

What is the Tanium Client?
The Tanium Client is a service installed on endpoint computers. In response to your
questions, it discovers and reports within seconds both static and dynamic real-time data
pertaining to the endpoint, including:
l

Hardware and software inventory

l

Software configuration

l

Local or domain user details

l

Installed application or services, startup programs, and running processes

l

Existence of registry keys and their values

l

WMI data elements

l

File system details, including identification of files by hash or contents

l

Event log results

l

Network configuration settings and state

With similar speed, the Tanium Client can be used to execute commands, actions, scripts,
or other executable programs just as if an authorized administrator were taking actions
from the command line on the target device. For example, you can send the Tanium Client
an instruction to take the following actions:
l

Install or uninstall applications or services

l

Update or patch installed applications, services, hardware drivers, or firmware

l

Manage installed applications or services

l

Add, remove, or modify the Windows Registry settings or other configuration stores

l

Add, remove, or modify files or the contents of files

l

Start or stop services

These powerful features enable large, geographically distributed organizations to identify
and respond to a zero-day exploit, security breach, or application outage in a matter of
seconds or minutes rather than days and weeks.
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Registration
When the Tanium Client software is first deployed to an endpoint, it initiates a direct
connection to the Tanium Server assigned to it in the initial configuration. During initial
registration, the Tanium Client establishes a unique ID and receives from the Tanium Server
the latest client settings, a list of nearby peers, and the latest sensor, question, and
scheduled action definitions. By default, the initial registration status is configured to reset
approximately every four hours, forcing the Tanium Client to re-initialize registration. This
ensures the latest settings are applied and that optimal peers are selected.
The Tanium Client also re-registers with the Tanium Server via a normal registration that
happens at a defined registration interval. The default registration interval is a randomized
time between 30 and 90 seconds. During a normal registration, the Tanium Client informs
the Tanium Server of its current state of questions, actions, and settings; and, in response,
the Tanium Server sends new questions, actions, or settings to apply. In large
environments, normal registrations are the primary way that new questions, actions, and
settings get communicated to Tanium Clients.

Client peering
In an enterprise network, the Tanium Clients establish peering relationships. Peer
connections are continual, long-lived connections used to exchange Tanium messages and
files. Information and data are forwarded along linear chains of peers. During registration,
the Tanium Client receives a "peer list" of other Tanium Clients to which it may attempt to
establish a peer connection. The Tanium Client uses the list to determine which neighbors
are the most optimal network peers.

Figure 1: Types of peers
By default, the linear chains form into groups of 100. These groups are known as
neighborhoods. By design, each neighborhood has one forward leader and one backward
leader at the ends of the chain. Other than at registration, only leaders establish direct
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connections with the Tanium Server. The Tanium Server passes sensors, questions, and
scheduled actions to the backward leader, who passes them to its forward peer, who in
turn passes them to its forward peer, and so on, until it reaches the forward leader. The
forward leader sends the answer to the question or status of the scheduled action to the
Tanium Server.

Figure 2: Tanium Client neighborhood
Tanium peer communication is designed to accommodate new clients that come online, to
route around clients that are removed or are unable to communicate effectively, and to
"reflect" around network-level blockages, such as firewall blocking. If a Tanium Client
cannot establish an outgoing connection to a forward peer in its list, it establishes its
forward connection to the Tanium Server and becomes a forward leader. This is called
forward reflection. Likewise, if a Tanium Client cannot establish an outgoing connection to a
backward peer, it establishes a backward connection to the Tanium Server and becomes a
backward leader. This is called backward reflection.
Client peering results in a profound reduction in connections and bandwidth over WAN
links. The following figure illustrates the proportions of the savings. A large enterprise
network includes subnets in headquarters and branch offices, as well as VPN connections
from remote workers. Other than during registration, only the remote VPN clients and
leaders, depicted in sharp red, connect to the Tanium Server over WAN links. The
remaining clients, depicted in faded red, share data over peer connections on the LAN.
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Figure 3: An enterprise network

File distribution
There are two key optimizations that Tanium utilizes to distribute files efficiently:
l

Tanium Client peering
Reduces the number of files that must be distributed over WAN links. Instead of
sending files to all managed endpoints, the Tanium Server sends files only to a small
fraction of them (that is, only to endpoints designated as backward leaders). The
leader then distributes the file over a high-speed LAN connection to its forward peer
and so on throughout the linear chain.
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l

Tanium Client caching
Enables files to be distributed in small chunks known as shards. Each client maintains
an intelligent local cache of the shard files that have been distributed. The result is
that when the same files are requested later, they can be reassembled from their
peers over the LAN, rather than requesting that the server redistribute the file again.
By default, each client maintains a cache of 100 MB of shards of files that have been
distributed to the peer group. Each client keeps particular shards based on an
algorithm to ensure that a valuable distribution is maintained. These caches are also
self-cleaning based on an algorithm that prioritizes recently used shards.

When you want to distribute a file, such as a Windows patch or application, the file is first
downloaded to the Tanium Server. The Tanium Server then breaks the file into many shard
files. Each of these shards is associated with a hash value. The Tanium Server then creates
a manifest that maps all of the component shards to the entire file. When you use the
Tanium Server to distribute a package that includes a file, the manifest for that file is
contained in the package.

Figure 4: Tanium shard files
Unlike Questions and Actions, the Tanium Server does not deliver shards through the
registration process. Instead, it delivers shards to a given neighborhood of Tanium Clients
through the backward leader.
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When a Tanium Client receives the package and associated manifest file, it first checks its
own cache to see if it already has any of the shards listed in the manifest. The Tanium
Client then generates a new request message for all of the shards that it was unable to find
locally. This request message first flows forward along the linear chain to the end of its
local neighborhood. As the request message traverses the chain, each peer checks its local
cache for the shards listed. If the peer has one of the requested shards, it sends the shard
to the requesting peer. To avoid duplication, it also removes that particular entry from the
request message before propagating the message to the next peer in the chain. If all of the
shards are not found after the forward flow along the chain, the Tanium Client sends a
request for shards that traverses the chain in the reverse direction. If there are still missing
shards after each peer has investigated its cache, the first Tanium Client requests the
missing shards directly from the Tanium Server and distributes them appropriately.

This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including hardware and software), and services provided by third parties
(“Third Party Items”). With respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such items, and expressly disclaim all
warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your access to
or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither
Tanium nor its affiliates shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any such combination. You, and not Tanium,
are responsible for determining that any combination of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of any third party
intellectual property rights.
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Prerequisites
This page summarizes requirements you should understand before you attempt to deploy
the Tanium™ Client to endpoints.

Host system requirements
The following table summarizes basic requirements endpoint host systems. Hardware
resource requirements vary according to the actions that may be taken on the endpoint.
For hardware resource guidance, consult with your technical account manager (TAM).
Table 1: Supported OS versions
Operating system
Microsoft Windows
Server

OS Version

l

Windows Server 2016 *

l

Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2

l

Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2

l

Windows Server 2003, 2003 R2

Tanium Client
Version
6.0.314.1540
6.0.314.1450

* Nano Server not supported.
Microsoft Windows
Workstation

Mac OS X
(Intel processor only)

l

Windows 10

l

Windows 8

l

Windows 7

l

Windows Vista

l

Windows XP (including Embedded)

l

OS X 10.13 High Sierra

l

OS X 10.12 Sierra

l

OS X 10.11 El Capitan

l

OS X 10.10 Yosemite

l

OS X 10.9 Mavericks

l

OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion
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Operating system

OS Version

Tanium Client
Version

Linux

Amazon Linux 2016.09

6.0.314.1579

Debian 6.x

6.0.314.1579,
6.0.314.1442

Oracle Enterprise Linux 7.x, 6.x

6.0.314.1579

AIX

l

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.x, 6.x

l

CentOS 7.x, 6.x

l

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.x

l

CentOS 5.x

6.0.314.1579,
6.0.314.1321

l

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 12

6.0.314.1579

l

openSUSE 12.x

l

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 11

l

openSUSE 11.x

6.0.314.1579,
6.0.314.1442

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS

6.0.314.1579

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS, 10.04 LTS

6.0.314.1579,
6.0.314.1442

l

IBM AIX 7.2

l

IBM AIX 7.1 TL1SP10 and higher *

l

IBM AIX 6.1 TL7SP10 and higher *

6.0.314.1579,
6.0.314.1442

6.0.314.1437

* 64-bit only, requires xlC.rte 12.1.0.1 or
greater.
Solaris

l

Oracle Solaris 11 SPARC *

l

Oracle Solaris 11 x86 *

l

Oracle Solaris 10 U8 SPARC or higher *

l

Oracle Solaris 10 U8 x86 or higher *

6.0.314.1321

* Requires SUNWgccruntime.

Admin account
On Windows, the Tanium Client is installed as a service that runs in the context of the Local
System account.
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On AIX, Linux, Mac OS, and Solaris, it is installed as a system service. The admin user
account must be able to use sudo to elevate privileges when installing the Tanium Client
and managing the system service.

Network connectivity and firewall
Tanium components use TCP/IP to communicate over IPv4 networks. IPv6 is not supported.
You must work with your network administrator to ensure that the Tanium components are
provisioned IP addresses and that DNS can be used to resolve hostnames.
Host and network firewalls may need to be configured to allow the TaniumClient.exe
process to send/receive TCP via ports 17472.
In addition to the client-to-server TCP communication that takes place on port 17472,
Tanium Clients also communicate to peers on port 17472. Clients dynamically communicate
with peers based on proximity and latency. Peer chains form to match an enterprise
topology automatically. For example, endpoints in California form one chain, while
endpoints in Germany form a separate chain. With this dynamic configuration in mind, you
must allow bi-directional TCP communication on port 17472 between clients on the same
local area network, but not necessarily between all clients on the internal network.

Host system security exceptions
If the Tanium Core Platform servers are deployed in an environment that has security
software to monitor and block unknown host system processes, your security
administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium processes to run without
interference. In other words, the security administrator might need to create rules to
whitelist Tanium processes or otherwise exclude them from blocking by antivirus or
processing by encryption or other security and management stack software.
When reasonable, define exceptions in any host-based or network security software to
allow the Tanium platform components to operate smoothly and at optimal performance.
Typically, this means configuring the security software to exempt the Tanium Client
installation directory from real-time inspection as well as setting a policy to ignore I/O from
the Tanium Client binaries.
If you use Microsoft Group Policy Objects (GPO) or other central management tools to
manage host firewalls, you might need to create rules to allow inbound and output TCP
traffic across port 17472 on any endpoints to be managed, including the Tanium Server.
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If running McAfee Host Intrusion Prevention System (HIPS), mark the Tanium Client as both
Trusted for Firewall and Trusted for IPS, per McAfee KB71704.
The Tanium Client uses the Windows Update offline scan file, Wsusscn2.cab, to assess
computers for installed or missing operating system and application security patches. If
your endpoint security solutions scan archive files, refer to the Microsoft KB for
information on how to configure those tools to interact appropriately with the
Wsusscn2.cab file.
Table 2 lists Tanium Client folders that should be excluded from on-access or real-time
scans by antivirus or other host-based security applications. Default values are shown.
Include subfolders of these locations when you create the exception rules. If you have
changed the defaults, create rules based on the actual locations.
Tanium solution modules may have their own requirements for the client. For a
comprehensive list, including solution module requirements, see the Tanium Support
Knowledge Base article (login required).
Table 2: Tanium Client installation paths
OS

Installation Folder

Windows 32-bit

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Client\

Windows 64-bit

\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client\

Mac OS X

/Library/Tanium/TaniumClient

Linux, UNIX

/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient

The following system processes must be allowed (not blocked, quarantined, or otherwise
processed):
l

TaniumClient.exe (Windows)

l

TaniumClient (Mac, Linux, UNIX)
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Deployment options summary
The deployment of Tanium™ Client to your enterprise computers and into your standard IT
processes has multiple phases. During each phase, there are a number of tools and
options. Discuss these options with your technical account manager (TAM).

The following table summarizes our recommendations.
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Phase

Recommendations

Pilot

The Tanium Client Deployment Tool (CDT) is a free and simple tool you can use
to deploy the Tanium Client to target computers during your pilot deployment.
Pilots usually target fewer than 5,000 endpoints. The CDT supports deployment
in batches of 250-500 endpoints. The endpoints must be currently joined in an
Active Directory domain (Windows only) or currently connected to the network
and match an IP address range that you specify (Windows, Linux, and Mac OS).

See Using the Tanium Client Deployment Tool on page 21.
During your pilot, we recommend you test deployment of the Tanium Client with
your organization's standard software package deployment tool, such as AD
Group Policy Objects (GPO), System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM), Altiris,
LANDESK, Puppet, Casper, and custom scripts.

You can use the Tanium CDT to prepare .exe, .msi, .iso, .rpm, .deb, and .pkg
installation package files for these standard methods.
See:
l

Deploying the Tanium Client to Windows endpoints on page 36

l

Deploying the Tanium Client to Mac endpoints on page 48

l

Deploying the Tanium Client to Linux endpoints on page 53

l

Deploying the Tanium Client to Solaris endpoints on page 59

l

Deploying the Tanium Client to AIX endpoints on page 68

Initial deployment After the pilot, an intial deployment into your enterprise might target 500,000
endpoints or more, and the deployment might reach across datacenter,
headquarter, and branch locations. We recommend you use the standard
software distribution methods your IT organization and end users are already
familiar with for the intial rollout.
If your organization does not have an existing software package distribution
solution, you can use the Tanium CDT. The CDT supports deployment in batches
of 250-500 endpoints.
Onboarding new
computers

Plan to integrate Tanium Client installation into your standard new computer
build processes, such as Microsoft Deployment Toolkit task sequences.

You can install Tanium Client within the reference OS images used to
provision new computers and VDI instances. When the new computer boots
for the first time, the Tanium Client is started, and it attempts to register with
the Tanium Server.
See Preparing the Tanium Client on OS images on page 70.
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Phase

Recommendations

Ongoing hygiene

After the initial rollout, you want to put policies and procedures in place to
enforce use of Tanium Client on the endpoints in your enterprise network. Many
organizations have used Active Directory computer startup scripts to ensure
Tanium Client is installed and the Tanium Client service is started.

Contact your TAM for details.
Use Tanium Discover to scan for previously unmanaged and even previously
unknown endpoints.

See the Tanium Discover User Guide for details.
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Using the Tanium Client Deployment Tool
The Tanium™ Client Deployment Tool (CDT) is a free and simple utility that enables you to
deploy the Tanium Client. The endpoints must be reachable from the computer on which
the tool is installed. We recommend you target endpoints in batches. You can target 250500 endpoints per batch.

Methods
You can use the following methods to discover endpoints to which to deploy the Tanium
Client:
l

l

Active Directory
Use in conjunction with domain-connected computers running a Microsoft Windows
operating system only.
Computer List
Discover assets based on list of computer host names and IP addresses. Does not
depend on Active Directory and can be used for all supported client OS.

Before you begin
l

l
l

l

l

You can install and execute the Tanium CDT on any computer running a Microsoft
Windows operating system with Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 installed.
Download the Tanium CDT from the Tanium Support site (login required).
Copy the Tanium Server public key file (tanium.pub) from the Tanium Server
installation directory to the host computer from which you will run the tool. You
select this file when you configure the installation package to deploy to clients.
Work with your network security administrator to ensure the ports used by the
Tanium Client are not blocked. Tanium Clients send and receive data from the
Tanium Server and other Tanium Clients over TCP port 17472.
When deploying to Linux, Mac, or UNIX endpoints:
l You can configure password-based or SSH key-based authentication. You
should configure whatever type of authentication is expected by the endpoint.
Amazon Linux, for example, requires key-based authentication. On the
endpoint, be sure to enable SSH key-based authentication and enable
NOPASSWD in the sudoers file for the admin user account that you use to make
the connection from the CDT. This ensures that the key and not a password is
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used to elevate the admin privileges of the user so that the user can install the
Tanium Client and start the service.
l

l

l

l

l

Allow traffic from the deployment tool to endpoints on TCP port 22 (SSH port;
configurable).
Disable any host-based firewalls or other security tools on the endpoint that
might interfere with a remote installation that is initiated through SSH.
If you are using the root account to install, make sure the sshd_config allows
root login.
Verify that you can log in to the remote system with SSH, using the same
credentials you are planning to use for the Tanium Client deployment.

When deploying to Windows endpoints:
l

l

l

l

Enable Windows File and Print Sharing and RPC on the target endpoints. This is
required only for installation and can be disabled after installation is complete.
Disable any host-based firewalls or other security tools on the endpoint that
might interfere with a remote installation initiated through RPC.
Allow TCP traffic on ports 135 and 445 from the Tanium CDT host computer to
the endpoints on which you want to deploy the Tanium Client.
Verify that you can log in to the remote system with PSEXEC or WMIC command
line utilities with the same credentials you are planning to use for the Tanium
Client deployment. For example:
psexec \\192.168.1.130 -u Administrator -p myp@ssW0rd
cmd /c dir C:\Users\Administrator\Documents

CAUTION: Windows credential handling during logon events might expose user
name and password in command line arguments on the source system that is
initiating the deployment, and in memory on the remotely accessed endpoints. To
protect credentials that are used for client deployment, use one of the following
methods:
l
l

Use a temporary account that is removed after deployment.
Disable or change the password for the account after client deployment is
complete.
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Install the Client Deployment Tool
1. Right-click the TaniumClientDeploymentToolSetup.exe file and select Run
as administrator.
The installation wizard prompts you for one value—the installation directory. The
default is C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client
Deployment Tool.
2. In Windows, select Start > Tanium Client Deployment Tool to open the tool.
Upon initialization, the tool prompts you to download the latest endpoint software
from secure Tanium download servers.
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3. Click OK to download the latest endpoint software.

The software is downloaded to C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium
Client Deployment Tool\clients\.
4. If you plan to use Microsoft PSExec to push Tanium Client to endpoints:
a. When prompted, follow the link to download PSTools from the Microsoft
download site.
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b. Unzip the package and copy the PsExec.exe and PSExec64.exe files to the CDT
installation directory.
c. Restart the Tanium CDT.

Deploy the Tanium Client
1. Under Settings, specify:

Tanium pub file

Type or browse to the Tanium Server public key file. The
default installation location is C:\Program
Files\Tanium\Tanium Server\tanium.pub. The
Tanium Server public key you specify here is included in the
client installation.

Server Name

The FQDN of the Tanium Server. For example,
ts1.example.com. The Tanium Client registers with the
Tanium Server you specify here.
In HA deployments and deployments with Zone Servers, you
can send a server list. Enter the FDQN for all servers,
separated by a comma. For example:
ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com,zs1.example.com

Port

Port used by Tanium Clients to communicate with the Tanium
Server and with their designated peers. The default is 17472.
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Log Verbosity Level

Sets the Tanium Client log level:
l 0: Disable logging. Recommended for clients installed to
sensitive endpoints or VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during normal operation.

l

41: Recommended logging during troubleshooting.

l

>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels for short periods
of time only.

2. For deployments to Windows endpoints, specify:

Username

Local or domain user with administrative privileges on the
targeted endpoints. The deployment tool uses this account
when it connects to the targeted endpoint and executes the
client installer.

Password

The corresponding password.

Target Folder Override

Specify an installation folder if you do not want to use the
default. On Windows, the default is C:\Program Files
(x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client.

Execution Method

For Windows endpoints, specify which Windows operating
system command line utility the tool uses to analyze target
computers and perform the remote installation of the client:
l PSEXEC : Recommended because it is faster.
l

Impersonate User

WMIC : Recommended if analysis using PSEXEC returns
endpoints with OS Unknown and status Processing.

Select this option to use the PSEXEC user impersonation
option. The credentials specified in the Settings section are
used to connect to endpoint using a PSEXEC process that is
run under those credentials on the Client Deployment tool
host computer. Those credentials are also used to install the
client.

3. For deployments to Linux or Mac endpoints, you can use password authentication or
SSH key-based authentication.
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For password authentication, specify:

Username

Local or domain user with administrative privileges on the
targeted endpoints. The deployment tool uses this account
when it connects to the targeted endpoint and executes the
client installer.

Password or Key-Based
Authentication

Select Password Authentication.

Password

The corresponding password.

sudo or
su -

The deployment tool attempts to connect to the target
endpoints using the values provided in the Username and
Password fields and then elevates to root privileges by using
the sudo or su - commands. Select Use sudo when preferred
or root is not a valid user. Select Use su - when preferred and
root is a valid user. If you use su -, you must specify the root
password.

SSH Port

The default is the standard port number (22). If endpoints in
your network listen for SSH on a different port, you can
specify it here.

For SSH key-based authentication, specify:
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Username

Local or domain user with administrative privileges to log
in and install software on targeted endpoints.
For Amazon Linux, the user name is ec2-user. Specify the
username in the form expected for an SSH connection to
the Amazon hosted Linux instance: user_name@public_
dns_name.
For example: ec2-user@ec2-198-51-100-1.compute1.amazonaws.com

Password or Key-Based
Authentication

Select Key Based Authentication.

Key Type

Browse and select the private key file that pairs with the
public key file that has been added to the authorized_
keys file on the endpoint:
l OpenSSH

The private key file is a .pem file.
l

SSH Port

PuTTy
The private key file is a .ppk file.

The default is the standard port number (22). If endpoints in
your network listen for SSH on a different port, you can
specify it here.

4. Use the Computer List tab (Linux or Windows) or the Active Directory tab (Windows
only) to search for the target endpoints.
For Computer List:
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a. Specify a list of computer names, IP addresses, IP address ranges, and subnet
addresses in the text box. One item per line.
b. Click Analyze to query the list and populate the results table.
For Active Directory:

a. Domain: Specify the Active Directory domain to which the targeted endpoints
belong. For example, example.com.
b. Connect using credentials: Select this option to use the administrator
credentials specified in Settings instead of the logged in user credentials.
c. Include computers in child containers: When this option is unchecked,
computer names from endpoints within only the first level are included in the
target list, not computers contained in child containers. When checked, all
computers within an Organizational Unit or container and all child Organization
Units or containers are included in the list.
d. Click Analyze to query the AD tree and populate the results table. Click Retry
Bind if necessary in the event the AD query fails.
5. Select one or more rows in the results table and click Install.
The Status table has information about the installation attempt. Review the
information to confirm deployment. Click Clear Completed or Clear All to clear
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Status table entries.
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6. In Interact, verify the endpoints respond to the following query:
Get Computer Name and Tanium Server Name from all machines

7. Review the results grid to verify that all clients on which Tanium Client software was
deployed are now reporting.
8. You can also go to the System Status page to review recent client registration details.
Click the
page.

menu icon and select Administration > System Status to display the
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Check for Tanium Client updates
1. Select Clients > Check for Updates.

The CDT reads available versions from content.tanium.com and populates the Client
selection box. The most recent version for a platform is selected by default.
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2. Select the versions you want to download and click OK.

Any new client software is downloaded to C:\Program Files
(x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client Deployment Tool\clients\. If there is no
new client software, the CDT displays a message indicating there are no updates.

Troubleshooting
If deployment fails, examine logs to identify the issues. You might be able to work around
the issues using advanced settings.
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Logs
The Tanium CDT writes debug logs, including logs for connection attempts and client
installation success and failure. Logs are written in the following location:
<install>\Tanium Client Deployment Tool\
The most recent logs are written to TaniumClientDeploy.log. When that file is filled,
the older messages are rolled into TaniumClientDeploy.log[.integer].

Advanced settings
You must be able to connect to content.tanium.com to download the client manifest
JSON file and the client software files. If necessary, you can use the advanced settings file
to change the SSH timeout and to configure proxy server settings.
Open a text editor as administrator and edit the TaniumClientDeploy.exe.config
file in the \Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client Deployment
Tool\ directory.
Specify the IP address and port as the value for the proxyAddress key. Specify username
and password with the proxyUsername and proxyPassword keys only if the proxy server
requires authentication.
The following example TaniumClientDeploy.exe.config file highlights these
settings:
<appSettings file="">
<add key="removeWinInstallDir" value="true"/>
<add key="removeWinInstallDirDelayInSeconds" value="20"/>
<add key="sshTimeoutSeconds" value="120"/>
<add key="agents
value="https://content.tanium.com/files/deploy/tanium/ClientDeployManifestE
x.json.signed"/>
<add key="currrentProcessLimit" value="100"/>
<add key="soapProxyUseDefault" value="false"/>
<add key="soapProxyAddress" value="10.10.10.10:8080"/>
<add key="soapProxyDomain" value=""/>
<add key="soapProxyUsername" value=""/>
<add key="soapProxyPassword" value=""/>
<add key="proxyAddress" value="10.10.10.10:8080"/>
<add key="proxyDomain" value=""/>
<add key="proxyUsername" value=""/>
<add key="proxyPassword" value=""/>
<add key="logReadTimeout" value="30"/>
<add key="psexecTimeout" value="30"/>
<add key="bypassPsExecWarning" value="false"/>
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<add key="sudoCommand" value="sudo"/>
</appSettings>

IMPORTANT: Consult with your TAM before changing values other than
sshTimeoutSeconds and "proxy" settings.
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Deploying the Tanium Client to Windows
endpoints
You can use the installation package files to distribute the client to endpoints using
standard package distribution software and manual tools and methods.
During execution, the Tanium™ Client installer makes the following changes to the target
computer:
l

Creates the Tanium Client folders for the client application files and related content
files.

l

Creates the Tanium Client registry key along with an initial set of registry values.

l

Adds the Tanium Client program to the Windows Add/Remove Programs list.

l

Creates the service, Tanium Client, with a Startup Type set to Automatic.

In addition to Tanium Discover and the Tanium Client Deployment Tool (CDT), Tanium
supports many common installation practices on Windows.

Step 1: Create the installer
The Tanium CDT can generate an EXE or MSI file containing the Tanium public key file and
client configuration settings to support manual installation or installation through other
software distribution tools such as an AD Group Policy Objects (GPO) or System Center
Configuration Manager (SCCM).
To create the installer:
1. Launch the CDT and set values for the following fields:
l Tanium.pub (file location)
l

Server Name (comma-separated list of one or more Tanium Servers and/or
Zone Servers)

l

Port

l

Log Verbosity Level

l

Target Folder (optional)

2. From the menu bar, select Clients > Generate Windows MSI or EXE and then select
Create .EXE or Create .MSI.
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After the process completes, a message box appears to confirm that the installer file has
been created. The filepath is \\CDTinstall\Clients\InstallTanium.msi or
InstallTanium.exe.

Step 2: Execute the installer
You can use software distribution tools like GPO or SCCM to distribute the packages to
endpoints.

EXE
The InstallTanium.exe installer must be executed from an account with Administrator
privileges. For manual installations, launch the installer using Run As Admin.

MSI
The msiexec.exe command must also be run from an account with Administrator privileges
when using the InstallTanium.msi installer.
The following example uses the client configuration settings defined when the .msi file was
generated:
msiexec.exe /i InstallTanium.msi /qn

You can change the default client configuration settings defined within the .msi file using
any combination of the following command-line arguments:
l

SERVERADDRESS="<FQDN or IP address>"

l

SERVERPORT="<Server port>"

l

LOGVERBOSITYLEVEL="<integer>"

l

INSTALLDIR="<optional custom install path>"

The following example overrides the settings in the .msi file:
msiexec.exe /i InstallTanium.msi /qn SERVERADDRESS="Tanium.mycompany.net"
SERVERPORT="28583" LOGVERBOSITYLEVEL="41" INSTALLDIR="c:\Tanium Client\"

Note: The command-line arguments must be entered in uppercase exactly as shown,
with the argument value enclosed in quotes.
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Install wizard
The \\CDTinstall\Clients\InstallTanium.msi folder also includes a simple
Windows installer named SetupClient.exe. You might find this program useful when
installing only a few Tanium Clients—typically at the beginning of a pilot or later for one-off
deployments. When launched in the Windows UI environment, the wizard prompts you for
the Tanium Server name, port, and public key file.
1. Copy the tanium.pub key file to a location you can browse to from the target host
computer.
2. Copy SetupClient.exe to the target host computer.
3. Log into the target host computer with a local user or domain account with
administrative privileges.
4. Right-click SetupClient.exe and select Run as administrator to start the wizard.
5. Complete the settings.
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Command line
SetupClient.exe /ServerAddress={FQDN|IPaddress}[,{FQDN|IPaddress},...]
[/ServerPort=PortNumber] [/S] [/LogVerbosityLevel=LogLevel]
[/KeyPath=Path\tanium.pub] [/D=FolderPath]

/ServerAddress

FQDN or IP address of the Tanium Server(s). Using an internally defined, fully
qualified domain name (FQDN) or alias is strongly recommended.

If you specify one value for this option, the command populates the
ServerName registry entry. If you specify multiple values, it populates the
ServerNameList registry entry.
You must include this parameter to install the client initially.
You can omit this parameter when reinstalling or upgrading the client.
/ServerPort

Port for client communication with the Tanium Server and with peers.

If you omit this option, port 17472 is configured.
/S

Execute the command silently. A silent installation suppresses the display of the
client installer UI.

If you include this option without specifying the /KeyPath option, then you
must copy the tanium.pub public key file to the same directory as
SetupClient.exe.
If you omit this option, the installer UI prompts for the installation
parameters.
/LogVerbosityLevel

l

0: Disable logging. Recommended for clients installed to sensitive endpoints

or VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during normal operation.

l

41: Recommended logging during troubleshooting.

l

>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels for short periods of time only.
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/KeyPath

Identifies the full path and file name for the client installer program to locate the
Tanium Server public key and copy it to the Tanium Client installation folder.

No quotation marks are necessary to enclose path or file names with spaces.
The KeyPath argument expects a fully qualified path name when the installer
runs directly from a command prompt. In a batch file, however, you can use
the batch file command variable %~dp0 to expand a relative path before
passing the KeyPath value-key pair to SetupClient.exe For example:
/KeyPath=%~dp0<My\Relative\Path>\tanium.pub

If you omit this option, you must copy the tanium.pub public key file to
the same directory as SetupClient.exe for silent installations.
/D

Sets the destination path for the Tanium Client installation directory.

If you use this parameter, it must be the last argument value-pair listed on
the command line.
No quotation marks are necessary to enclose path names with spaces.
Environment variables are expanded, so the parameter value may include
variables in the form: %programfiles%.
If you omit this parameter, the installer uses one of the following folders:
l

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Client\ (32-bit OS )

l

\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client\ (64-bit OS)

EXAMPLE: SILENT "EXPRESS" INSTALLATION

In an "Express" installation, SetupClient.exe installs and configures the Tanium Client
using the specified server address and default values. Before you begin, the tanium.pub
public key file must be copied to the same folder as SetupClient.exe.
SetupClient.exe /ServerAddress=Tanium.OrgName.com /S

SetupClient.exe /ServerAddress=192.168.1.10 /S

EXAMPLE: SPECIFYING MULTIPLE TANIUM SERVER NAMES

In an HA deployment or other environments where you may need to register with multiple
Tanium Servers, you can specify multiple values for ServerAddress to populate the
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ServerNameList registry entry:
SetupClient.exe /ServerAddress=ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com /S

EXAMPLE: SILENT "CUSTOM" INSTALLATION

The following example of a silent install specifies non-default values:
SetupClient.exe /ServerAddress=Tanium.OrgName.com /ServerPort=63422
/LogVerbosityLevel=1 /S

EXAMPLE: BATCH FILE FORMAT

When you execute a batch file, the Windows command interpreter expands the variable
%~dp0 to the full drive and path name of the batch file working directory. The following is
an example of a batch file instruction that performs a silent installation:
"%~dp0SetupClient.exe" /ServerAddress=Tanium.OrgName.com /ServerPort=28583
/S

Example: Use advanced CDT options
The CDT has advanced options you can use to generate a Tanium Client installer that
creates a subregistry and populates it with name-value pairs. This example creates registry
entries that are compatible with Custom Tagging content. It creates the subregistry
Sensor Data\Tags and the registry key Lab.
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Figure 5: Tags subregistry
You can then use the Tags registry entries in Tanium workflows. For example, you can
create Computer Groups derived from results from the Custom Tags sensor.
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Figure 6: Using Custom Tags to define a Computer Group
Note: The CDT advanced options tags shown in this example create the same
Windows registry entries that the Custom Tagging - Add Tags package creates. You
could use the CDT advanced options tags to create other subregistries and keys and
use the Registry content. However, we recommend you use Custom Tagging content
in most cases.
For more information on Custom Tagging content, see the Tanium Support
Knowledge Base article on Custom Tags (login required).

Step 1: Create a special installer
1. Launch the CDT and set values for the following fields:
l Tanium.pub (file location)
l

Server Name (comma-separated list of one or more Tanium Servers and/or
Zone Servers)

l

Port

l

Log Verbosity Level

l

Target Folder (optional)

2. From the menu bar, select Clients > Generate Windows MSI or EXE and then select
Create .EXE or Create .MSI.
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3. Select Create with custom tags, specify the subregistry name Sensor Data\Tags, and
specify a tag name and value. The value is not used by the Custom Tags sensor, so it
can be anything but it cannot be null.

4. Click OK.
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After the process completes, a message box appears to confirm that the installer file has
been created. The filepath is similar to the following:
\\CDTinstall\clients\ts1,ts2.17472.6.0.314.1540.exe

Step 2: Use the special installer to install the Tanium Client on host
computers
1. Copy the installer and the tanium public key file to a temporary location on the target
host computer.

2. Right-click the EXE file and select Run as administrator.
The special installer completes without further interaction.
3. Go to the Tanium Client Windows Registry and verify expected results.
4. In the Tanium Console, ask a question that uses the Custom Tags sensor or create a
Computer Group that selects computers based on it, as shown in Figure 6.

Uninstall
You can use various tools to uninstall the Tanium Client.
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Use a Tanium package
You can use the Tanium platform to remove the Tanium Client from targeted computers.
The uninst.exe program is located in the Tanium Client installation directory.
1. Use the Tanium Console to create a package that issues the uninstall command. The
following is an example of the command to perform a silent uninstallation:
cmd.exe /C ..\..\uninst.exe /S
2. Create a scheduled action to distribute the package to targeted computers.
Note: Because the uninstall program stops the Tanium Client service and removes
the application files, the Tanium Client will no longer be present to write
Completed to the respective action log. Consequently, do not rely on the final
action status reported in the console to determine success or failure of the
uninstallation action.

Use Add/Remove Programs
A user with Local Administrator rights on the computer can remove the Tanium Client
through either the Windows Control Panel Add/Remove Programs or Programs and
Features applet.

Uninstall program
Double-click the uninst.exe program icon or execute the program from a command
prompt.
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The uninstall executable supports the /S command line parameter to perform a silent
uninstall from a command prompt, script, package, or bat file:
uninst.exe /S
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Deploying the Tanium Client to Mac
endpoints
The Tanium™ Client is installed as a system service. The Tanium Client files are installed by
default in the /Library/Tanium/TaniumClient directory.
On Mac OS, the daemon is signed to allow communication through the default OS X firewall
automatically.
You can use the Tanium CDT to generate an .iso file that contains the Tanium public key
file and client configuration settings to support manual installation.

Step 1: Create the installer
1. Launch the Tanium CDT and set values for the following fields:
l Tanium.pub (file location)
l

Server Name (comma-separated list of one or more Tanium Servers and/or
Zone Servers)

l

Port

l

Log Verbosity Level

2. From the menu bar, select Clients > Generate OSX ISO.
3. When prompted, specify a location and filename to save the image file.

Step 2: Execute the installer
To install the Tanium Client, you install the package file as an Administrator. The .pkg,
.pub, and .ini files must be in the same directory (as they are in the .iso file).

Web UI installation
1. Copy the .iso file to a location on the target computer.
2. Double-click the .iso file to display its contents.
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3. Double-click the .pkg file to open it with the default application for its type (Installer).
The installation wizard is displayed.

4. Complete the wizard. When prompted, you must provide a local administrator
username and password.
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Command-line installation
1. Copy the .iso file to a location on the target computer.
2. Mount the .iso file so you can execute the contents therein.
3. Use the installer command to install the package (root or sudo privileges required).
The following example shows the command-line sequence:
test-docs$ hdiutil mount Tanium_OSX.iso
/dev/disk1 /Volumes/Tanium_OSX
test-docs$ cd /Volumes/Tanium_OSX/
test-docs$ ls
TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579.pkg
tanium.pub
TaniumClient.ini
test-docs$
installer:
installer:
installer:

sudo installer -pkg TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579.pkg -target /
Package name is TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579
Installing at base path /
The install was successful.

test-docs$

Manage the Tanium Client Mac OS service
Use the launchctl command to manage the Tanium Client service.
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To start:
sudo launchctl load /Library/LaunchDaemons/com.tanium.taniumclient.plist

To stop:
sudo launchctl unload /Library/LaunchDaemons/com.tanium.taniumclient.plist

To remove the daemon from the launch list:
sudo launchctl remove com.tanium.taniumclient

Uninstall
The following launchctl remove command stops the Tanium Client and removes it from
the launch list:
sudo launchctl remove com.tanium.taniumclient
To complete the uninstallation of the client, remove the following two file resources.
.plist file

/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.tanium.taniumclient.plist

Tanium Client
folder

/Library/Tanium/TaniumClient/

To uninstall the Mac OS client silently from a command line, you can use a simple shell
script. The following is an example of a script you can use to uninstall the Tanium Client:
#!/bin/bash
if [[ $(/usr/bin/id -u) -ne 0 ]]; then
echo "Not running as root or using sudo"
exit
fi
rm /Library/LaunchDaemons/com.tanium.taniumclient.plist
rm -rf /Library/Tanium/
rm
/var/db/receipts/com.tanium.taniumclient.TaniumClient.pkg.bom
rm
/var/db/receipts/com.tanium.taniumclient.TaniumClient.pkg.plis
t
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launchctl unload
/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.tanium.taniumclient.plist
launchctl remove com.tanium.taniumclient > /dev/null 2>&1
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Deploying the Tanium Client to Linux
endpoints
The Tanium™ Client is installed as a system service. The Tanium Client files are installed by
default in the /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient directory.
The installation process does not modify any host-based firewall that may be in use. Your
network security team must ensure host and network firewalls are configured to allow
inbound/outbound TCP traffic on port 17472.
You can use the Tanium CDT to download the latest client package files.
Linux Distribution

Latest Installation Package Files

Amazon Linux 2016.09

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.amzn2016.09.x86_64.rpm

Debian 6.x

taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-debian6_i386.deb

taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-debian6_amd64.deb (64-bit)
taniumclient_6.0.314.1442-debian6_i386.deb
taniumclient_6.0.314.1442-debian6_amd64.deb (64-bit)
Oracle Enterprise Linux 7.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.oel7.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)

Oracle Enterprise Linux 6.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.oel6.i686.rpm

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.oel6.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
Red Hat / CentOS 7.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.rhe7.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1442-1.rhe7.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
Red Hat / CentOS 6.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.rhe6.i686.rpm

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.rhe6.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
TaniumClient-6.0.314.1442-1.i686.rpm
TaniumClient-6.0.314.1442-1.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
Red Hat / CentOS 5.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.rhe5.i386.rpm

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.rhe5.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
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Linux Distribution

Latest Installation Package Files

SUSE / OpenSUSE 12.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.sle12.i586.rpm

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.sle12.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
SUSE / OpenSUSE 11.x

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.sle11.i586.rpm

TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.sle11.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
TaniumClient-6.0.314.1442-1.sle11.i586.rpm
TaniumClient-6.0.314.1442-1.sle11.x86_64.rpm (64-bit)
Ubuntu 16.04

taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-ubuntu16_amd64.deb (64-bit)

Ubuntu 14.04

taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-ubuntu14_amd64.deb (64-bit)

Ubuntu 10.04

taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-ubuntu10_i386.deb

taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-ubuntu10_amd64.deb (64-bit)
taniumclient_6.0.314.1442-ubuntu10_i386.deb
taniumclient_6.0.314.1442-ubuntu10_amd64.deb (64-bit)

Note: There are specific Tanium Client installation package files for each supported
platform distribution. For example, the package file for Amazon Linux 2016.09 is
named TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.amzn2016.09.x86_64.rpm and
the package file for Debian 6.x (64-bit) is named taniumclient_
6.0.314.1579-debian6_amd64.deb. Notice the letter case of the string
TaniumClient or taniumclient. The same letter case is used in the service
name.

Install the Tanium Client
1. Open the Tanium CDT and select Client > Check for Updates to download the latest
set of installers.
2. Go to the <install>\Tanium Client Deployment Tool\clients folder
and copy the client installation package file to a temporary location.
3. Log into the target computer.
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4. Copy the package to a temporary location on the target computer. Be sure to use the
Tanium Client installation package file that was developed for the particular Linux
distribution.
5. Execute the appropriate installation command to install the package and generate a
default configuration file.
The rpm installers for Redhat and SUSE have command syntax similar to the
following example:
sudo rpm -i TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.oel6.x86_64.rpm

The debian installers for Debian and Ubuntu for have command syntax similar to the
following example:
sudo dpkg -i taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-debian6_amd64.deb

6. Go to /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/ and edit the TaniumClient.ini file.
Make the following changes.
ServerName
LogVerbosityLevel

Tanium Server FQDN or IP address.
l

0: Disable logging. Recommended for clients installed to sensitive

endpoints or VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during normal operation.

l

41: Recommended logging during troubleshooting.

l

>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels for short periods of time
only.

The following is an example TaniumClient.ini file:
Version=6.0.314.1579
ServerName=ts1.example.com
ServerPort=17472
LogVerbosityLevel=1

See Troubleshooting on page 116 for a description of common settings.
7. Copy the tanium.pub file from the Tanium Server installation directory to
/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient.
8. Start the Tanium Client service. See Manage the Tanium Client Linux service on page
56.
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Manage the Tanium Client Linux service
Linux service commands vary according to Linux distribution. This documentation provides
examples but is not a reference for each Linux distribution. If you are not already familiar
with installing and managing services on your target Linux distribution, please review the
documentation for the particular Linux operating system before you begin.
Linux Distribution

Example Commands

Amazon Linux

service TaniumClient start

service TaniumClient stop
Debian

service taniumclient start

service taniumclient stop
Oracle Enterprise Linux

systemctl start taniumclient

systemctl stop taniumclient
Red Hat / CentOS

systemctl start taniumclient (Version 7)

systemctl stop taniumclient (Version 7)
service TaniumClient start (Version 5, 6)
service TaniumClient stop (Version 5, 6)
SUSE / OpenSUSE

service taniumclient start

service taniumclient stop
Ubuntu

systemctl start taniumclient (Version 16)

systemctl stop taniumclient (Version 16)
service taniumclient start (Versions 14, 10)
service taniumclient stop (Version 14, 10)

Example: Add Custom Tags to the client installation directory
You can add a Custom Tags file to the client installation directory so that you can use the
tags in Tanium workflows. For example, you can create Computer Groups derived from the
tags.
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Figure 7: Using Custom Tags to select a Computer Group
To add tags to a client installation directory:
1. Go to the /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/Tools directory.
2. Create a file named CustomTags.txt.
3. Edit the file (using vi, for example) and add tags. Tags are strings. One string per line.
No spaces.
4. Save the file.
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The following shows a client installation directory that has been set up with a Custom
Tag named Lab.

A restart is not required.
5. In the Tanium Console, ask a question that uses the Custom Tags sensor or create a
Computer Group that selects computers based on the tag, as shown in Figure 7.
Tip: You can use the Tanium packages named Custom Tagging - Add Tags and
Custom Tagging - Add Tags (Non-Windows) to deploy tags at scale. The results are
exactly the same as the manual procedure shown here. For more information, see
the Tanium Support Knowledge Base article on Custom Tags (login required).

Uninstall
To uninstall the Tanium Client from RPM-based Linux distributions such as Red Hat or
SUSE:
rpm -e `rpm -qa | grep -i TaniumClient`
From Debian-based Linux distributions:
dpkg -P taniumclient
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Deploying the Tanium Client to Solaris
endpoints
The Tanium™ Client is installed as a system service. The Tanium Client files are installed by
default in the /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient directory.
The installation process does not modify any host-based firewall that might be in use. Your
network security team must ensure host and network firewalls are configured to allow
inbound/outbound TCP traffic on port 17472.
You can use the Tanium CDT to download the latest client package files:
l

Solaris 10 and 11 (Sparc) — TaniumClient-6.0.314.1321-SunOS-5.10-sparc.pkg.tar.gz

l

Solaris 10 and 11 (x86) — TaniumClient-6.0.314.1321-SunOS-5.10-i386.pkg.tar.gz

Before you begin
The Tanium Solaris Client requires the SUNWgccruntime package. Although this package is
part of a default Solaris installation, some organizations omit it in their standard image.
Run the following command to determine if the package is installed:
pkginfo -l SUNWgccruntime

PKGINST: SUNWgccruntime
NAME: GCC Runtime libraries
CATEGORY: system
ARCH: sparc
VERSION: 11.11.0,REV=2010.05.25.01.00
BASEDIR: /
VENDOR: Oracle Corporation
DESC: GCC Runtime - Shared libraries used by gcc and other gnu components
INSTDATE: Dec 01 2015 11:43
HOTLINE: Please contact your local service provider
STATUS: completely installed

If necessary, use the following command to install it:
pkgadd -d /path/to/SUNWGccruntime.pkg SUNWgccruntime

Or for Solaris 11 using IPS:
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pkg install SUNWgccruntime

Install the Tanium Client
1. Open the Tanium CDT and select Client > Check for Updates to download the latest
set of installers.
2. Go to the <install>\Tanium Client Deployment Tool\clients folder
and copy the client installation package file to a temporary location.
3. Uncompress and untar the package.
4. Log into the target computer.
5. Copy the .pkg file to a temporary location on the target computer.
6. Install the package and generate a default configuration file. For example:
sudo pkgadd -d ./TaniumClient-6.0.314.1321-SunOS-5.10-sparc.pkg
TaniumClient

Note: If you are logged into the Global Zone and want to install only in the current
zone, specify the -G flag, which tells pkgadd to install the package in the current zone
only. If in doubt, please check with your system administrator for proper zone
behavior.
7. Go to /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/ and edit the TaniumClient.ini file.
Make the following changes.
ServerName
LogVerbosityLevel

Tanium Server FQDN or IP address.
l

0: Disable logging. Recommended for clients installed to sensitive

endpoints or VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during normal operation.

l

41: Recommended logging during troubleshooting.

l

Resolver

>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels for short periods of time
only.

Add the Resolver=nslookup setting to enable hostname resolution.

The following is an example TaniumClient.ini file:
Resolver=nslookup
Version=6.0.314.1321
ServerName=ts1.example.com
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ServerPort=17472
LogVerbosityLevel=1

See Troubleshooting on page 116 for a description of common settings.
8. Copy the tanium.pub file from the Tanium Server installation directory to
/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient.
9. Start the TaniumClient daemon:
svcadm enable taniumclient

Unattended Tanium Client installation
By default, the pkgadd utility performs a manual installation. When pkgadd encounters
operations that may be a security issue or conflict, such as running scripts with SUID,
creating directories, and changing permissions, it prompts for user intervention. The
Solaris pkgadd utility provides a method to bypass these interventions and perform or
abandon the installation. This is accomplished with a .admin file. The .admin file contains
operator identifiers and what to do when encountered.
To perform an unattended install:
1. Create the .admin file (tanium.admin) with the following contents:
mail=
instance=overwrite
partial=nocheck
runlevel=nocheck
idepend=nocheck
rdepend=nocheck
space=nocheck
setuid=nocheck
conflict=nocheck
action=nocheck
networktimeout=60
networkretries=3
authentication=quit
keystore=/var/sadm/security
proxy=
basedir=default

2. Run pkgadd with the -a option:
pkgadd -a tanium.admin -d ./TaniumClient-6.0.314.1321-SunOS-5.10sparc.pkg TaniumClient
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Configure the Tanium Client
The Tanium Client binary has statically linked libraries. All of the libraries are located in the
standard default location (/lib) except the following:
l

libstdc++

l

gcc

These two libraries are assumed to be in /usr/sfw/lib. If they are not, the client will
not start. If your libstdc++ or gcc are not located in /usr/sfw/lib, you must add the
library search path to the SMF taniumclient service. Find the directory location of
libgcc.* and libstdc++.*. Use the following command to add the search path to the
SMF service:
svccfg -s application/taniumclient setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH
/lib:/usr/lib:/usr/local/lib:/usr/sfw/lib

Manage the Tanium Client Solaris service
To start:
svcadm enable taniumclient

To stop:
svcadm disable taniumclient

To restart:
svcadm restart taniumclient

To re-read the TaniumClient.ini file:
svcadm refresh taniumclient

To display status:
svcs -a | grep -i taniumclient
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Creating a package for IPS
The Solaris 11 Image Packaging System (IPS) feature supports software package
distribution through a repository. For complete details, refer to the Oracle documentation.
To create a Tanium Client Solaris IPS package:
1. Copy the latest Tanium Client for Solaris to your local workstation.
Use scp to copy the package from a new installation on Solaris in your lab.
scp …/TaniumClient-6.0.314.1321-SunOS-5.10-i386.pkg .

Or use wget to fetch the package from the Tanium downloads site:
wget https://downloads.tanium.com/files/clients/TaniumClient6.0.314.1321-SunOS-5.10-i386.pkg.tar.gz

2. Stage a working area for this procedure. The following is an example of the
commands you use to create the necessary directories and copy the necessary files.
mkdir -p ~/TaniumIPS/TaniumClient
mkdir tmp echo “” | pkgtrans TaniumClient-6.0.314.xxxx-SunOS-5.10i386.pkg tmp
cp -R tmp/TaniumClient/reloc/opt ~/TaniumIPS/TaniumClient
rm –rf tmp
cd ~/TaniumIPS
mkdir -p TaniumClient/lib/svc/manifest/application
mv TaniumClient/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/taniumclient.xml
TaniumClient/lib/svc/manifest/application

3. Optional step. Copy the TaniumClilent.ini and public key (.pub) file to the installation
directory.
cp …/TaniumClient.ini ~/TaniumIPS/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient
cp …/Tanium.pub ~/TaniumIPS/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient

4. Create the manifest.
pkgsend generate TaniumClient | pkgfmt > TaniumClient.p5m.1
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5. Set the TSversion variable.
TSversion=$(grep Version=
TaniumClient/opt/Tanium/TaniumCient/TaniumClient.ini | awk –F ‘{ print
$2 }’)

6. Create the mog for the appropriate architecture. The following example uses the
$(ARCH) macro.
cat > TaniumClient.mog << EOF
set name=pkg.fmri value=TaniumClient@${TSversion}
set name=pkg.summary value="Tanium Client ${TSversion}"
set name=pkg.description value="Tanium Client"
set name=variant.arch value=\$(ARCH)
set name=info.classification \\
value="org.opensolaris.category.2008:System/Enterprise Management"
<transform dir path=opt\$->drop>
<transform dir path=lib/*->drop>
<transform file path=lib/svc/manifest/application/taniumclient.xml\$>default restart_fmri svc:/system/manifest-import:default>
EOF

7. Run pkgmogrify on the TaniumClient.p5m.1 manifest with
the TaniumClient.mog changes.
pkgmogrify -DARCH=`uname -p` TaniumClient.p5m.1 TaniumClient.mog |
pkgfmt > TaniumClient.p5m.2

8. Generate and resolve dependencies.
pkgdepend generate -md TaniumClient TaniumClient.p5m.2 | pkgfmt >
TaniumClient.p5m.3 pkgdepend resolve -m TaniumClient.p5m.3

9. Verify the package using pkglint, some editing may be required if any ERRORs are
returned.
pkglint TaniumClient.p5m.3.res
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For example:

In the above output, the ERROR is regarding a duplicate gcc-3-runtime dependency.

Edit the TaniumClient.p5m.3.res file (with vi, for example) and remove the second
reference. It might be grouped with another dependency which might need to
remain.
10. If any ERRORs were corrected, verify the package again. Warnings are okay and
expected.
pkglint TaniumClient.p5m.3.res

11. Verify the package against the appropriate repository. Note this command downloads
data from the repository.
pkglint -c ./solaris-reference -r
http://pkg.oracle.com/solaris/release TaniumClient.p5m.3.res

12. Create and publish to a local repository.
pkgrepo create Tanium-repository
pkgrepo -s Tanium-repository set publisher/prefix=Tanium
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pkgsend -s Tanium-repository publish -d TaniumClient
TaniumClient.p5m.3.res

13. Render the package as a p5p file for installation. Keep the architecture naming
consistent.
pkgrecv -s Tanium-repository -a -d TaniumClient-${TSversion}-`uname p`.p5p TaniumClient

14. Remove the old Tanium Client package.
pkgrm TaniumClient

15. Test the new p5p package.
pkg set-publisher -p ./TaniumClient-${TSversion}-i386.p5p Tanium pkg
install TaniumClient

16. Add the tanium.pub file and edit or replace the TaniumClient.ini file and enable the
service.
svcadm enable taniumclient

The following is an example of a TaniumClient.p5m.3.res file:
set
set
set
set

name=pkg.fmri value=TaniumClient@6.0.314.1321
name=pkg.summary value="Tanium Client 6.0.314.1321"
name=pkg.description value="Tanium Client"
name=info.classification \
value="org.opensolaris.category.2008:System/Enterprise Management"
set name=org.opensolaris.smf.fmri value=svc:/application/taniumclient \
value=svc:/application/taniumclient:default
set name=variant.arch value=i386
file lib/svc/manifest/application/taniumclient.xml \
path=lib/svc/manifest/application/taniumclient.xml owner=root group=bin \
mode=0444 restart_fmri=svc:/system/manifest-import:default
dir path=opt/Tanium owner=root group=bin mode=0755
dir path=opt/Tanium/TaniumClient owner=root group=bin mode=0755
file opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/TaniumClient \
path=opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/TaniumClient owner=root group=bin mode=0555
file opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/TaniumClient.ini \
path=opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/TaniumClient.ini owner=root group=bin \
mode=0644
depend fmri=pkg:/system/core-os@0.5.11-0.175.3.1.0.2.0 type=require
depend fmri=pkg:/system/library/math@0.5.11-0.175.3.8.0.3.0 type=require
depend fmri=pkg:/system/library@0.5.11-0.175.3.1.0.3.0 type=require
depend fmri=pkg:/system/network@0.5.11-0.175.3.0.0.30.0 type=require
depend fmri=pkg:/system/library/gcc-3-runtime@3.4.3-0.175.3.0.0.30.0
fmri=pkg:/system/library/gcc/gcc-c++-runtime@4.8.2-0.175.3.0.0.30.0 type=require-any
depend fmri=pkg:/system/library/gcc/gcc-c-runtime@4.8.2-0.175.3.0.0.30.0 type=requireany
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Uninstall
To uninstall:
pkgrm -A TaniumClient
The -A flag directs pkgrm to uninstall in the current zone only.
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Deploying the Tanium Client to AIX
endpoints
The Tanium™ Client is installed as a system service. The Tanium Client files are installed by
default in the /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient directory.
The installation process does not modify any host-based firewall that might be in use. Your
network security team must ensure host and network firewalls are configured to allow
inbound/outbound TCP traffic on port 17472.
You can use the Tanium CDT to download the latest client package file.

Install the Tanium Client
1. Open the Tanium CDT and select Client > Check for Updates to download the latest
set of installers.
2. Go to the <install>\Tanium Client Deployment Tool\clients folder
and copy the TaniumClient.6.0.314.1437-AIX6.1-powerpc.pkg file to
a temporary location.
3. Log into the target computer.
4. Copy the package to a temporary location on the target computer.
5. Execute the following command to install the package and generate a default
configuration file:
sudo installp -agqXYd ./TaniumClient.6.0.314.1437-AIX6.1-powerpc.pkg
TaniumClient

6. Go to /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/ and edit the TaniumClient.ini file.
Make the following changes.
ServerName
LogVerbosityLevel

Tanium Server FQDN or IP address.
l

0: Disable logging. Recommended for clients installed to sensitive

endpoints or VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during normal operation.

l

41: Recommended logging during troubleshooting.

l

>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels for short periods of time
only.
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Resolver

The default hostname resolver for Tanium is getent. AIX generally does
not have the getent command, add the Resolver=nslookup setting.

The following is an example TaniumClient.ini file:
Resolver=nslookup
Version=6.0.314.1437
ServerName=ts1.example.com
ServerPort=17472
LogVerbosityLevel=1

See Troubleshooting on page 116 for a description of common settings.
7. Copy the tanium.pub file from the Tanium Server installation directory to
/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient.
8. Start the TaniumClient daemon:
/etc/rc.d/rc2.d/TaniumClient start

Manage the Tanium Client AIX service
On AIX, the Tanium Client is controlled by the legacy rc.d start/stop scripts. You can not use
the startsrc command to control the Tanium Client.
To start:
/etc/rc.d/rc2.d/TaniumClient start

To stop:
/etc/rc.d/rc2.d/TaniumClient stop

Uninstall
To uninstall:
installp -u TaniumClient
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Preparing the Tanium Client on OS images
You can install the Tanium™ Client in an operating system (OS) image that you use as a
master when you provision an OS for new computers or virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)
instances.
The recommended practice in preparing the Tanium Client on OS images is to set the
Tanium Client ComputerID setting to 0 (Windows) or to delete the ComputerID setting (nonWindows) in the reference image. When the OS image is started for the first time, the
Tanium Client initially attempts to register with this ID. The Tanium Server considers the
registration as coming from a client that has never registered before, and it assigns the
device a new unique identifier. The Tanium Server identifies and tracks each managed
device based on this identifier so it can be accurately monitored despite changes in
properties such as computer name, IP address, MAC address, or OS GUID.
This practice is not required. The Tanium Server is designed to detect duplicate IDs during
registration, and it resolves potential conflicts before registration is completed. As a result,
even if computers were being cloned from an OS reference image with the Tanium Client
ComputerID set to a non-zero value, the registration process would detect duplicates and
ensure a unique ID is assigned to each Tanium Client computer.
The following procedures are the recommended practice.

Windows OS
Refer to Microsoft documentation for complete details on Windows OS imaging.
To prepare the Tanium Client:
1. Install the Tanium Client.
2. Go to Windows Services and stop the Tanium Client service.
3. Confirm that the Tanium Client service is still set to start automatically when the
computer reboots.
4. Go to the Tanium Client Windows Registry key.
5. Take the following actions:
l Explicitly set the ComputerID data value to 0 (zero). Do not simply delete the
value or set it to a blank or null character.
l

Delete the registry value RegistrationCount.
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l

Verify ServerName and ServerPort are correct.

6. Go to the Tanium Client installation folder.
7. Take the following actions:
l

Delete the Strings folder.

l

Delete the log0.txt file.

l

l
l

l

Delete all files in the Downloads folder. (In other words, you should have an
empty Downloads folder.)
Delete all files in the Tools\Scans and Tools\Content Logs folders.
Consult with your TAM to review the rest of the Tools folder to ensure no
other stale client data will be replicated.
Confirm that the date and timestamp on the Tanium Client tanium.pub file
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matches the Tanium Server tanium.pub file.

8. Save the image and shut down the computer.
Note: The Tanium Client service is configured to start automatically when the OS is
started. If the reference computer is restarted before the reference image is
captured, you might need to repeat these steps.

Linux OS
Commands for creating a Linux OS reference image vary according to Linux distribution.
Earlier distributions implement the BSD init system (/etc/init.d). These distributions use the
service command to start, stop, or restart the service.
More recent distributions, such as CentOS 7.x, Oracle Enterprise Linux 7.x, RHEL 7.x, and
Ubuntu 16.04 implement the newer systemd init system. The Tanium Client service is added
to the services in /etc/systemd/system/multi-user.target.wants. These
distributions use the systemctl command to start, stop, or restart a service.
There are specific Tanium Client installation package files for each supported platform
distribution. For example, the package file for Amazon Linux 2016.09 is named
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TaniumClient-6.0.314.1579-1.amzn2016.09.x86_64.rpm and the package
file for Debian 6.x (64-bit) is named taniumclient_6.0.314.1579-debian6_
amd64.deb. Notice the letter case of the string TaniumClient or taniumclient.
The same letter case is used in the service name.
IMPORTANT: Linux service commands vary according to Linux distribution. This
documentation provides examples but is not a reference for each Linux distribution.
If you are not already familiar with installing and managing services on your target
Linux distribution, please review the documentation for the particular Linux
operating system before you begin.
To prepare the Tanium Client:
1. Install the Tanium Client. Be sure to use the Tanium Client installation package file
that was developed for the particular Linux distribution. See Deploying the Tanium
Client to Linux endpoints on page 53.
2. Stop the Tanium Client daemon.
For example:
service TaniumClient stop

Or:
systemctl stop taniumclient

3. On the reference computer, edit the
/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/TaniumClient.ini file. Make changes so
that it has only the following settings:
l ServerName or ServerNameList
l

LogVerbosityLevel

l

Version

For example:
ServerNameList=ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com
LogVerbosityLevel=1
Version=6.0.314.1579
4. Confirm that the Tanium Client daemon is still present in the system init directory.
For example: (/etc/init.d/TaniumClient or
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/etc/systemd/system/multiuser.target.wants/taniumclient.service). This ensures the daemon is
launched when the system is rebooted.
5. Go to the Tanium Client installation folder.
6. Delete all files and subfolders except:
l TaniumClient
l

TaniumClient.ini

l

tanium.pub

l

Sensors folder

l

Tools folder

The resulting directory should be similar to the following example.

7. Save the image and shut down the computer.
Note: The Tanium Client daemon is configured to start automatically when the OS is
started. If the reference computer is restarted before the reference image is
captured, you might need to repeat these steps.

Mac OS X
Refer to Apple documentation for complete details on Mac OS X imaging.
To prepare the Tanium Client:
1. Install the Tanium Client.
2. Use the launchctl command to stop the Tanium Client daemon (sudo privileges are
required). For example:
sudo launchctl unload
/Library/LaunchDaemons/com.tanium.taniumclient.plist
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3. Confirm that com.tanium.taniumclient.plist is still present in
/Library/Launchdaemons/. This ensures the daemon is launched when the
system is rebooted.
4. On the reference computer, edit the
/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/TaniumClient.ini file. Make changes so
that it has only the following settings:
l ServerName or ServerNameList
l

LogVerbosityLevel

l

Version

For example:
ServerNameList=ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com
LogVerbosityLevel=1
Version=6.0.314.1579
5. Go to the Tanium Client installation folder.
6. Delete all files and subfolders except:
l TaniumClient
l

TaniumClient.ini

l

tanium.pub

l

Sensors folder

l

Tools folder

The resulting directory should be similar to the following example.

7. Save the image and shut down the computer.
Note: The Tanium Client daemon is configured to start automatically when the OS is
started. If the reference computer is restarted before the reference image is
captured, you might need to repeat these steps.
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VDI
Licensing for VDI instances varies according to VDI model type:
l

l

Persistent desktop instances are instances that are not reset more than once every 30
days. Each persistent instance requires a single license.
Non-persistent desktop instances are instances that are reset over the course of 30
days. A non-persistent instance requires one license for each reset during a 30-day
period.

Use the following matrix to calculate the number of licenses required to support your
Tanium deployment configuration.
Device Description

Estimated
Count

Physical devices and persistent VDI systems

+

Reimage/resets within non-persistent VDI over a 30-day period

+

Physical or persistent VDI systems that are reimaged, reinstalled, or reset over a 30- +
day period
Total required licenses =

To create a VDI golden image:
1. Install the Tanium Client.
2. Verify that the default client configuration has been applied. To confirm this:
l Check the ComputerID value in the Windows Registry or TaniumClient.ini
file. At this point, the setting should have a non-zero numeric value.
l

Ensure the Client has executed all relevant scheduled actions. If you do not
want to wait for the scheduled actions to run based on their default schedules,
you can target the respective packages to the device hosting the golden image
through one-time actions.

3. Stop the Tanium Client service (Windows) or process (Linux).
4. Verify that the service or process has stopped and that it is configured to start
automatically on the next reboot.
5. Go to the Windows Registry key for the Tanium Client or open the
TaniumClient.ini file (Linux or Mac OS).
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6. Add or update the settings described in the following table. With these tunings, the
goal is to diffuse the concentration of resource utilization that otherwise might occur
as a consequence of cloning and shared hardware.
Registry Key or INI Setting

Value
Type

Value
Data

Guidelines

ComputerID

REG_
DWORD

0

Explicitly set the ComputerID value
to 0 (zero). Do not simply delete the
value or set it to a blank or null
character.

RandomSensorDelayInSeconds

REG_
DWORD

60

Delays execution of all sensors
randomly with 60-second delays to
prevent any concurrent execution of
sensors and packages.

MaxAgeMultiplier

REG_
DWORD

5

The max age for each sensor will be
multiplied by this value to reduce
impact on the VDI device.

MinDistributeOverTimeInSeconds

REG_
DWORD

60

Distribute an action over no less
than 1 minute.

LogVerbosityLevel

REG_
DWORD

0

Disable logging in VDI instances.

1800

Write client state to disk every 30
minutes to reduce disk writes.

SaveClientStateIntervalInSeconds REG_
DWORD

7. Once the image has been saved, turn off the reference computer or block network
access to the Tanium Server so that the Tanium Client on the reference computer
does not register with the Tanium Server.
Note: The Tanium Client service is configured to start automatically when the OS is
started. If the reference computer is restarted before the reference image is
captured, you might need to repeat these steps.
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Configuring the connection with Tanium
Server
The Tanium™ Client initiates connections to the Tanium Server, so the connection setting is
on the client.

ServerName
The ServerName setting is configured during installation using any of the deployment tools
and techniques described in this guide. The Tanium Client attempts to connect to the fully
qualified domain name (FQDN) or IP address specified in the ServerName setting.

ServerNameList
In HA deployments, you configure the ServerNameList setting. Specify a comma-separated
list of FQDNs or IP addresses. When ServerNameList is populated with multiple names, the
Tanium Client must select one each time the Tanium Client processes is restarted or client
registration is reset. The result of the evaluation is written to the ServerName setting, and it
is this value that is used in the connection request to the Tanium Server.
The order in which servers are listed does not matter, and there is no weight. The Tanium
Client selects a server from ServerNameList at random. The Tanium Client does maintain a
count of failed connection attempts, and preference is given to the server with the least
failed connections.

LastGoodServerName
The Tanium Client stores the name of the Tanium Server for the last successful clientserver connection. If the client is unable to reach the server configured in ServerName, it
attempts to connect to the value contained in LastGoodServerName. You do not set
LastGoodServerName.

Using the Tanium Console to set ServerName
Tanium Initial Content pack includes sensors and packages that can be used to manage the
ServerName value and ServerNameList value on Tanium Client host computers.
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Table 3: Initial Content related to ServerName

Sensors

Object Name

Usage

Tanium Server Name

Return the current value of ServerName from the configuration
on the client.
get computer name AND Tanium Server Name from
all machines

Tanium Server Name
List

Return the current value of ServerNameList from the
configuration on the client.
get computer name AND Tanium Server Name List
from all machines

Packages Set Tanium Server
Name

Set the ServerName value in the Tanium Client Windows registry
and restart the Tanium Client Windows service.

Set Tanium Server
Name List

Set the ServerNameList value in the Tanium Client Windows
registry and restart the Tanium Client Windows service.

Set Tanium Server
Name [Non-Windows]

Set the ServerName value in the TaniumClient.ini file and restart
the Tanium Client system service.

Set Tanium Server
Name List [NonWindows]

Set the ServerNameList value in the TaniumClient.ini file and
restart the Tanium Client system service.

The following example shows how to use these objects to set ServerNameList on Tanium
Client host computers in a common scenario: a second Tanium Server was added to the
deployment after the Tanium Client had already been deployment.
To update ServerNameList:
1. In Interact, ask the question:
get computer name and server name list from all machines

2. Review the results grid.
3. Select the rows for the computers that need the values set and click Deploy Action.
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Interact displays the Deploy Action page.
4. In the Deployment Package section, select the Set Tanium Server Name List
package and set values.

5. Set a schedule.
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6. Set targeting criteria.

7. Click Deploy Action.
8. Review the status.
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9. Go to Administration > Question History.

10. Find the question, select it, and click Load.
11. Review the results grid and verify that ServerNameList has been populated on the
targeted endpoints.
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Configuring Tanium Client peering
The Tanium™ platform is designed to optimize the network resources required to manage
enterprise endpoints by distributing most of the data transmission among low latency, high
bandwidth local area network (LAN) links, thereby dramatically reducing utilization over the
wide area network (WAN).
The default settings are useful even when you do not have a lot of information about the
enterprise network, and the default behavior delivers noticeable performance
improvement over previous systems.
We recommend you work with your network administrators and Tanium technical account
manager (TAM) to configure a few key settings that further optimize peer communication
based on details of the particular enterprise network.
Tuning of Tanium Client peering settings should focus on the following objectives:
l

l

l

l

Always prevent client peering over the WAN. If you have a larger subnet, you might
want to increase the address boundary set with AddressMask, but be sure your
changes do not result in unacceptable latency. AddressMask should be set to the
netmask for the biggest subnet in your network that you expect would not cross a
WAN link.
Optimize neighborhood size as much as possible to reduce the number of leader
connections.
Use the "separated subnets" configuration to specify more granular exceptions to the
AddressMask boundary.
Use the "isolated subnets" configuration to specify the enterprise VPN subnet
address(es). VPN clients should not participate in Tanium Client peering.

Default behavior
Out of the box, two Tanium Server settings determine the boundaries on Tanium Client
peering:
AddressMask
A Tanium Server setting configured in the Windows Registry. AddressMask governs
the network proximity of client peers in order to prevent suboptimal peer
connections. The default setting limits peering to neighbors that share the same 24-
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bit address mask. For example, a Tanium Client in subnet 192.168.0.0/24 can peer
with other Tanium Clients in 192.168.0.0/24 but not those in 192.168.1.0/24. When
Tanium Clients register with Tanium Server, the server sends it a list of neighbors to
which the client may attempt to peer. The neighbor list adheres to the AddressMask
boundary.
DesiredNeighborhoodSize
A Tanium Core platform global setting that can be configured with the Tanium
Console. By default, DesiredNeighborhoodSize is 100. This means that the Tanium
Server manages Tanium Client peer assignment in such a way that the clients within
the boundary of the /24 subnet form a linear chain of 100 clients, and then another
chain of 100 clients, and so on. Each chain has one backward leader and one forward
leader. On one end of the chain, the backward leader has the "lowest" IP address.
Each forward peer has a "higher" IP address, but the IP addresses will not necessarily
look like a contiguous block because not all systems with IP addresses in the subnet
have the Tanium Client installed.

Figure 8: A Tanium Client neighborhood in an enterprise subnet
In most cases, the default settings effectively prevent client peering over the WAN. For
example, consider the enterprise network in the following figure. The default AddressMask
setting (/24) is effective because it prevents peering over the WAN between enterprise
clients in the Data Center and enterprise clients in Headquarters or the remote Branch
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office. The default DesiredNeighborHoodSize setting results in the formation of two
neighborhoods per subnet.

Figure 9: AddressMask /24

Example: Setting AddressMask to /22
In the example network, the default setting prevents peering across the two subnets in
Headquarters. This boundary is acceptable, but perhaps unnecessarily restrictive because
the clients are close enough to be good neighbors. Across Headquarters, peer connections
are likely to experience low latency, few hops, and no hops over the WAN. If you were to
allow peering across the Headquarters subnets, you could potentially reduce the overall
leader count and consequently the number of WAN connections.
In this example, the enterprise network 192.168.0.0/22 comprises four /24 subnets, so you
might consider setting AddressMask to /22 to permit peering across 192.168.1.0/24 and
192.168.3.0/24.
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However, changing the AddressMask setting could have unintended consequences. For
example, if you change AddressMask to /22, it would be possible for a client in the Data
Center to be assigned a peer in the Branch or Headquarters subnets. You can use the
"separated subnets" configuration to remedy the issue.
The separated subnets configuration sets boundaries at a more granular level than the
AddressMask boundary. For example, you can create rules that restrict clients in
192.168.0.0/24 and 192.168.2.0/24 from peering outside their /24 subnets. When a Tanium
Client registers, the Tanium Server evaluates both AddressMask and SeparatedSubnets.txt
rules and applies the most restrictive rule. If the client is on a subnet listed in the separated
subnets file, the Tanium Server manipulates the peer list provided to the client so that it
includes only other clients in the same subnet.

Figure 10: AddressMask /22 and SeparatedSubnets.txt
Note, however, that the leader count is not necessarily reduced by changing AddressMask
alone. Typically, you should also increase DesiredNeighborhoodSize. Set it as large as you
can without adding unacceptable latency. Keep in mind that the longer the chain, the
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longer the trip for a question that traverses it. A longer chain also means the client
participates in shard distribution with a greater number of neighbors. After changing
DesiredNeighborhoodSize, monitor the impact on question response time as well as client
host computer resource utilization during scheduled actions. You might need to make
additional adjustments to find the balance that is right for your particular network.
The following figure shows the impact of increasing DesiredNeighborhoodSize to 200. The
number of leaders is reduced from 16 to 8.

Figure 11: AddressMask /22, SeparatedSubnets.txt, and
DesiredNeighborhoodSize=200
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Configure the AddressMask setting
1. On the Tanium Server host computer, go to the Windows Registry entry for Tanium
Server:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\Tanium\Tanium
Server
2. Double-click the AddressMask entry to edit it. Refer to Table 4 for guidance on
specifying values.
3. Save your changes.
The following table summarizes IPv4 network address mask lengths for Class C and Class B
addresses. AddressMask is a REG_DWORD type and is specified as a hexadecimal value. The
convention dictates that the order of the octets in the mask is reversed in the Windows
Registry key value, so FFFFFF00 (255.255.255.0) is specified as 00FFFFFF, and FFFFF000
(255.255.240.0) is specified as 00F0FFFF.
Table 4: AddressMask settings
CIDR
Mask

Host
Addresses

Usable
Addresses

Netmask

Hex Mask

Windows Registry
AddressMask
value
00000000‡

/30

4

2

255.255.255.252 FFFFFFFC

FCFFFFFF

/29

8

6

255.255.255.248 FFFFFFF8

F8FFFFFF

/28

16

14

255.255.255.240 FFFFFFF0

F0FFFFFF

/27

32

30

255.255.255.224 FFFFFFE0

E0FFFFFF

/26

64

62

255.255.255.192 FFFFFFC0

C0FFFFFF

/25

128

126

255.255.255.128 FFFFFF80

80FFFFFF

/24

256

254

255.255.255.0

FFFFFF00

00FFFFFF

/23

512

510

255.255.254.0

FFFFFE00

00FEFFFF

/22

1024

1022

255.255.252.0

FFFFFC00

00FCFFFF

/21

2048

2046

255.255.248.0

FFFFF800

00F8FFFF

/20

4096

4094

255.255.240.0

FFFFF000

00F0FFFF

/19

8192

8190

255.255.224.0

FFFFE000

00E0FFFF
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CIDR
Mask

Host
Addresses

Usable
Addresses

Netmask

Hex Mask

Windows Registry
AddressMask
value

/18

16384

16382

255.255.192.0

FFFFC000

00C0FFFF

/17

32768

32766

255.255.128.0

FFFF8000

0080FFFF

/16

65536

65534

255.255.0.0

FFFF0000

0000FFFF

‡ Enter eight zeros to disable the AddressMask setting. You would do this if you do not want to use

AddressMask to limit peering. If you turn off AddressMask, there will be no default behavior, so you
must explicitly account for all enterprise subnets in the SeparatedSubnets.txt file. Note that you must
specify 00000000 and not just delete the registry key, or your changes will not persist across Tanium
Server upgrades. If a registry entry named AddressMask does not exist, the upgrade process creates it
with the default value (/24).

Configure DesiredNeighborhoodSize
1. Log into the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator role.
2. Go to Administration > Global Settings.
3. Search for the DesiredNeighborhoodSize setting.

4. Select it and click Edit.
5. Specify your custom size and save the configuration.
6. Enter your password to commit the change to the database.
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Note: It can take up to four hours (Tanium Client registration reset interval) for
clients to register and receive an updated peer list.

Configure "separated subnets"
The Tanium Console released with Tanium core platform 7.0.314.6194 includes a
Configuration workbench to facilitate configuration of subnet settings.
To configure separated subnets (7.0.314.6194 and later):
1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Subnets.
2. Use the Separated Subnets box to specify the CIDR address for subnets that should
not allow client peering outside of the subnet.

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.
3. Save your changes.
To configure separated subnets (7.0.314.6085 and earlier version 7 builds):
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1. Create a text file using a standard editor such as Notepad.
2. Within the file, specify subnet addresses in CIDR format, one entry per line. For
example:
# Datacenter subnets
192.168.0.0/24
; Branch Subnets
192.168.2.0/24

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.
3. Save the file with the name SeparatedSubnets.txt.
4. Copy the file to the Tanium Server installation folder, including all Servers in an
Active/Active cluster.
5. Copy the file to the Zone Server installation folder on any Zone Servers. The Zone
Server uses the list to manage the peer list for Tanium Clients that register through it.
The content of the SeparatedSubnets.txt files can differ between servers.
Only the local file has effect. We recommend you keep the files in sync to avoid the
potential for confusion.
You do not have to restart the Tanium Server Windows Service.
Note: It can take up to four hours (Tanium Client registration reset interval) for
clients to register and receive an updated peer list.

Configure "isolated subnets"
Virtual private network (VPN) clients should not participate in Tanium Client peering. VPN
clients are assigned local IP addresses in a special VPN address block, but the hosts are
actually not in close proximity to each other. Network communication between them would
utilize WAN and Internet links and would have significantly greater latency than client-toserver connections. You should configure the Tanium Server to treat clients belonging to
VPN subnets differently.
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Figure 12: Isolated subnets
The "isolated subnets" configuration disables client peering for the specified list of subnet
and host addresses. When a Tanium Client registers, the Tanium Server evaluates
AddressMask, SeparatedSubnets.txt, and IsolatedSubnets.txt, and it applies the most
restrictive rule. If the client IP address is in a subnet listed in the IsolatedSubnets.txt file,
the Tanium Server manipulates the peer list provided to the client so that it is empty.
Consequently, the Tanium Client does not participate in peering.
Note: If you install the Tanium Client on the Tanium Server host computer, it may be
appropriate to add the CIDR IP address for that host computer to IsolatedSubnets.txt.
For example, 192.168.0.1/32. When installed on the same host as the Tanium
Server, the Tanium Client is designed to automatically listen for peer traffic on port
17473 instead of 17472. You might encounter issues during client peering activities,
such as file distribution, if port 17473 is blocked.

CAUTION: You might find it convenient to use the isolated subnets configuration to
disable peering in other cases—for example, when testing or debugging peering
when there are underlying network issues. Keep in mind that there are both
performance costs associated with doing this (more client-server connections over
the WAN) and issues with timeliness. For example, a Tanium Client that does not peer
learns about new questions only at its registration interval—typically a number of
minutes. As a result, isolated machines contribute answers more slowly than Tanium
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Clients that peer. If you use "isolated subnets" to disable peering, we recommend
you investigate the underlying network issues, resolve them, and then update the
configuration so that the isolated clients resume peering.
The Tanium Console released with Tanium core platform 7.0.314.6194 includes a
Configuration workbench to facilitate configuration of subnet settings.
To configure isolated subnets (7.0.314.6194 and later):
1. Go to Configuration > Tanium Server > Subnets.
2. Use the Isolated Subnets box to specify the CIDR address for subnets in which clients
should never peer.

Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.
3. Save your changes.
To implement isolated subnets (7.0.314.6085 and earlier version 7 builds):
1. Create a text file using a standard editor such as Notepad.
2. Within the file, specify subnet addresses in CIDR format, one entry per line. For
example:
# Datacenter subnets
192.168.10.0/24; Devices connecting through the VPN concentrator
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Note: Use either the ; or # character at the beginning of a line or immediately
following an entry to add optional comments or documentation.
3. Save the file with the name IsolatedSubnets.txt.
4. Copy the file to the Tanium Server installation folder, including all Servers in an
Active/Active cluster.
5. Copy the file to the Zone Server installation folder on any Zone Servers. The Zone
Server uses the list to manage the peer list for Tanium Clients that register through it.
The content of the IsolatedSubnets.txt files can differ between servers. Only
the local file has effect. We recommend you keep the files in sync to avoid the
potential for confusion.
You do not need to restart the Tanium Server Windows Service.
Note: It can take up to four hours (Tanium Client registration reset interval) for
clients to register and receive an updated peer list.

Verify changes
You can verify changes using the Tanium Console or by examining the configuration on the
client host computer.

Use the Tanium Console
Tanium Clients receive updated peer lists during registration. Go to Administration >
System Status to verify status is as expected considering the Last Registration date and
time. You can sort the rows by Network Location and browse to review client peering
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status across subnets.

The Status column indicates whether the client is a leader. A blank entry indicates a normal
peer. You can use the Status column to track how your configuration changes affect leader
count.
The Direction column depicts client connection states. An up arrow indicates a connection
with the Tanium Server. Side arrows indicate connections with peers. You can use the
Direction column to understand the reasons the client is a leader.
Table 5: Peer direction reported states
Icon

Description
A client in normal state, with backward peer and forward peer connections.

A backward leader. Typically has a "low" IP address. It marks one end of a linear chain.
A forward leader. Typically has a "high" IP address. It marks one end of a linear chain.
A designated leader, due to the desired neighborhood size being reached.
Isolated client. An isolated client has no peer connections.
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Note: In a test or small pilot deployment, you might notice what seems like an
inordinate number of leader connections or unexpected leader connections. The
platform performs more optimally with a minimum number of leaders, so it creates
them when necessary.

You can also use questions to verify expected behavior. The Initial Content pack includes
sensors designed to examine the Tanium Client peer communication and neighborhood
configuration. Sensors include: Tanium Client IP Address, Tanium Peer Address, Tanium
Back Peer Address, and Tanium Client Neighborhood. The following example is an ad hoc
question that uses these sensors.

Examine the client configuration
On an individual client, you can check the peer address lists in the Tanium Client Windows
Registry (Windows clients) or TaniumClientStatus.ini file (non-Windows clients).
The following is an example of a Windows Registry for a Tanium Client that has peering
disabled via the IsolatedSubnets.txt file.
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The following example shows the neighborhood and peering information in a
TaniumClientStatus.ini file. This client has no forward peer, so it is a forward
leader.
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Using client-related Tanium content
The Tanium™ core platform includes Tanium content that facilitates Tanium Client
administration.

Initial Content
The Initial Content pack is imported when you initially log into the Tanium Console. It
contains a key set of saved questions, packages, and sensors you use to get data from
endpoints and take actions, including the saved questions and scheduled actions related to
the deployment of the Tanium Client itself.
To familiarize yourself with the Tanium Client-related Initial Content:
1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions and review the actions that are scheduled to run
against the action group named Default.
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2. Go to Authoring > Sensors and search for client-related sensors.

3. Go to Authoring > Packages and search for client-related packages.
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4. Go to Authoring > Saved Questions and search for client-related questions.

Client Maintenance
The Client Maintenance content pack facilitates the cleanup of stale Tanium data on
Tanium Client host computers. It is imported when you initially log into the Tanium
Console. The questions, packages, and scheduled actions are used to keep the Tanium
footprint light on client host computers. The Client Maintenance scheduled action is set to
run every four hours.
Content

Object name

Description

Saved
questions

Clean Stale Tanium
Client Data Scheduled
Action

Returns the set of machines that have stale Tanium Client
data.

Tanium Client Action
Folder Sizes

Returns the combined size of all Action_XXXX subdirectories
in the Tanium Client\Downloads directory.
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Content

Object name

Description

Packages

Clean Stale Tanium
Client Data

File: clean-stale-tanium-client-data.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript //T:1200 clean-stale-taniumclient-data.vbs /StaleDownloadsRestart:True
/MaxClientRAMInMB:200
Timeout: 1200

Clean Tanium Client
Action Folders

File: clean-action-dirs.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript.exe clean-action-dirs.vbs
/FolderAgeThresholdInMinutes:120
Timeout: 900

Sensors

Has Stale Tanium Client
Data

Evaluates whether a machine has stale Tanium Client data.
Data includes long running processes, old action status and
log files, action folders, and sensor output.

Example answer: Yes
Tanium Client Action
Folder Sizes

Returns the combined size of all Action_XXXX subdirectories
in the Tanium Client\Downloads directory.

Example answer: 351 MB
Scheduled
actions

Tanium - Clean Stale
Tanium Client Data

Removes stale data from Tanium Client directory. Safely
kills any stale sensor or action processes. Action processes
are only terminated when they are run from the Downloads
directory.

By default, runs every four hours and is not distributed
over time.

We recommend you use the default settings. The configuration is open for testing and
troubleshooting purposes.
To edit the Client Maintenance scheduled action:
1. Go to Actions > Scheduled Actions, find the "clean stale client data" action, and click
Edit.
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2. Review the package and action details. You can make changes to the Schedule
Deployment settings and Action Group assignment.

Client Upgrade
The Client Upgrade content pack facilitates upgrade of the Tanium Client on Windows
computers. It is available in all deployments and listed as Core content on the Tanium
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Solutions page.
Content

Object name

Description

Saved questions

Windows Clients Older
Than 6.0.314.1450 For
Targeting

A targeting question designed to return Tanium Clients
on Windows that have not been upgraded to the latest
version.

Packages

Update Tanium Client
6.0.314.1450

Files: SetupClient.exe, set-service-permissions-back-todefault.vbs

Command: cmd /c start /B "" cmd /c "cscript.exe
set-service-permissions-back-to-default.vbs & net
stop "Tanium Client" & net stop "TaniumClient" &
taskkill /f /im taniumclient.exe & SetupClient.exe /S
& net start "Tanium Client" & net start
"TaniumClient""
Timeout: 900
Sensors

Client Brand

Use to fine-tune a targeting question.

Scheduled
actions

Update Any Tanium
Client to 6.0.314.1450

By default, runs every hour and is distributed over 15
minutes.

To upgrade Windows clients:
1. Go to Tanium Solutions, scroll to the Tanium Content table, select the Client
Upgrade solution, and click Import Solution.
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2. Review the list of content objects and click Proceed with Import.

3. Go to Authoring > Saved Questions, find and select the "old windows client"
question, and click Load.
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4. In the results grid, select the Target results rows and then click Deploy Action.

5. Verify the package and action details and then scroll down to preview the action.

6. Review the targeting criteria and then execute the action by clicking Deploy Action.
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The page reloads to display the Action Summary.

7. Review the status to confirm expected results.

Client Service Hardening
The Client Service Hardening content pack includes saved questions, packages, and
scheduled actions that you can use to restrict how the Tanium Client can be accessed from
the local Windows system.
The Tanium Client installs as a normal application on Windows. While the protocols used
to communicate with the Tanium Server and peer clients are designed to be secure and
prevent rogue sensors or actions, it is still imperative that the Tanium Client itself be
protected from an attacker or just a tinkering end user.
Content

Object name

Description

Categories

Client Service
Hardening

Contains dashboards related to this content.
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Content

Object name

Description

Dashboards

Control Service State
Permissions

Controlling which accounts have permissions to start and
stop services is often the first, and most effective, way you
can protect the integrity of your Tanium Client deployment.

Many organizations have given some or all of their end
users permissions to be a local administrator. For this
reason, Tanium typically recommends you restrict service
control to the local SYSTEM account instead.

Saved
questions

Set Client Directory
Permissions

Default permissions allow several user types to view or
modify files in the Tanium Client directory. While this does
not mean that an attacker could cause the agent to run
sensors or packages that were not issued by the Tanium
Server, because these actions are digitally signed, it could
lead to performance issues or extra bandwidth consumption
while the information is re-synchronized. Setting the file
system permissions to SYSTEM is recommended.

Hide From Add-Remove
Programs

Controlling whether or not the Tanium Client is viewable in
the Add/Remove Programs or simply Programs menu does
not directly affect the security of the agent by itself. A user
with permissions to uninstall an application would also be
able to launch the uninstall manually. This is a useful layer
that will help reduce accidental uninstallations and preempt
the more inquisitive end users from trying to tamper with
the agent. Hiding the client from Add/Remove Programs is
considered a best practice and should be used alongside of
regular audits of unmanaged assets to look for systems with
missing or non-functioning agents.

Tanium Client Service
Control Permissions

Get Tanium Client Service Control Status containing "Service
Control" from all machines with Tanium Client Service
Control Status containing "Service Control"

Tanium Client Directory
Permissions

Get Tanium Client Directory Permissions from all machines

Tanium Client Visible in
Add-Remove Programs

Get Tanium Client Uninstall Hidden containing "No" from all
machines with Tanium Client Uninstall Hidden containing
"No"

Tanium Client Hidden
From Add-Remove
Programs

Get Tanium Client Uninstall Hidden containing "Yes" from
all machines with Tanium Client Uninstall Hidden containing
"Yes"
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Content

Object name

Description

Scheduled
actions

Control Service State
Permissions

Grant permission to start/stop Tanium Client service to only
the local administrator or local system account.

Hide From Add-Remove
Programs

Hide the Tanium Client from the Windows Add-Remove
Programs list.
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Content

Object name

Description

Packages

Client Service
Hardening - Allow Only
Local Admins to
Control Service

Files: allow-only-admins-to-control-service.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript.exe allow-only-admins-tocontrol-service.vbs
Timeout: 900

Client Service
Hardening - Allow Only
Local SYSTEM to
Control Service

Files: allow-only-local-system-to-control-services.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript.exe allow-only-local-systemto-control-services.vbs
Timeout: 600

Client Service
Hardening - Reset
permissions on Tanium
Client directory

Files: reset_directory_permissions.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript //T:60 reset_directory_
permissions.vbs
Timeout: 600

Client Service
Hardening - Set SYSTEM
only permissions on
Tanium Client directory

Files: modify_directory_permissions.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript //T:60 modify_directory_
permissions.vbs
Timeout: 600

Client Service
Hardening - Set Service
Permissions to Defaults

Files: set-service-permissions-back-to-default.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript.exe set-service-permissionsback-to-default.vbs
Timeout: 600

Client Service
Hardening - Hide Client
from Add-Remove
Programs

File: hide-client-from-add-remove.vbs

Command: cmd /c cscript.exe hide-client-from-addremove.vbs
Timeout: 600

Client Service
Files: show-client-in-add-remove-programs.vbs
Hardening - Show Client
Command: cmd /c cscript.exe show-client-in-addin Add-Remove
remove-programs.vbs
Programs

Timeout: 600
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Content

Object name

Description

Sensors

Tanium Client Directory
Permissions

Returns the current status of the Tanium Client directories
permissions and if they have been set as restricted to
SYSTEM.

Example: Restricted - SYSTEM
Tanium Client Service
Control Status

Returns whether the Tanium Client service has special
permissions set such that regular users, or non-SYSTEM
users, can control the service.

Example: Service Control Restricted to Administrators
Tanium Client Uninstall
Hidden

Returns whether the Tanium Client is hidden from the AddRemove programs list.

Example: Yes

The following workflow shows how to use the Client Service Hardening content pack to
hide the Tanium Client from the Windows Add-Remove Programs list:
1. Go to Tanium Solutions, scroll to the Tanium Content table, select the Client Service
Hardening solution, and click Import Solution.
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2. Review the list of content objects and click Proceed with Import.
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3. Go to Interact > Categories and browse to Client Service Hardening.

4. Click a question to drill into the saved question page for it.
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5. Select the appropriate results row and click Deploy Action to display the
configuration page.

6. Verify the package and action details and then scroll down to preview the action.
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7. Click Deploy Action to initiate the action.

The page reloads to display the Action Summary.

8. Review the status to confirm expected results.
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Advanced tuning
Your technical account manager (TAM) has been trained to optimize the speed and scale of
your Tanium™ deployment as the number of managed endpoints grows from its initial
stages.
As necessary, your TAM can adjust client-related settings, including:
l

Client registration frequency

l

Client-server connections

l

Peer-peer connections

l

Bandwidth

l

File caching

Please discuss advanced tuning with your TAM.
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Troubleshooting
This section identifies resources you can use when troubleshooting issues with the
Tanium™ Client deployment.

Tanium Client installation paths
The following table lists the default paths. If you are troubleshooting an issue on a
installation that uses a non-default path, be sure to note this when contacting Tanium
support.
Table 6: Tanium Client default installation path
OS

Installation Folder

Windows 32-bit

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Client\

Windows 64-bit

\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client\

Mac OS X

/Library/Tanium/TaniumClient

Linux, UNIX

/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient

Tanium Client Windows Registry
The path to Tanium Client registry keys varies by OS architecture.
Table 7: Tanium Client registry key paths
OS

Registry Key Path

32-bit

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Tanium\Tanium Client

64-bit

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\Tanium\Tanium Client

Tanium Client registry keys are initially set when the client is installed and updated during
registration with the Tanium Server.
Table 8: Tanium Client registry keys
Registry Name

Type

Description

Modify

ComputerID

REG_DWORD

Value assigned to the client by the Tanium
Server to uniquely identify and track each
Tanium managed device.

No
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Registry Name

Type

Description

Modify

DatabaseEpoch

REG_SZ

Typically the date on which the Tanium Server
was installed. Used for content freshness
comparisons.

No

FirstInstall

REG_SZ

Date and time of first Tanium Client
installation.

No

LastInstall

REG_SZ

Date and time of latest Tanium Client
installation.

No

The name of the server for the last successful
client-server connection. If the client is unable
to reach the server specified in ServerName, it
attempts to connect to the value contained in
LastGoodServerName.

No

LastGoodServerName REG_SZ

During testing, troubleshooting, or
migration scenarios, you might want to
delete this value when you want to avoid
this fallback behavior.
LogVerbosityLevel

REG_DWORD

By default, if this registry value was not
specified during installation, it is not present in
the registry. It can be added through a Tanium
scheduled action or manual update.
l

As directed

0: Disable logging. Recommended for

clients installed to sensitive endpoints or
VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during

normal operation.
l

41: Recommended logging during

troubleshooting.
l

Path

REG_SZ
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>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels
for short periods of time only.

Path to Tanium Client installation folder.

As directed
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Registry Name

Type

Description

Modify

RegistrationCount

REG_DWORD

Count of completed registrations. This value,
No
in conjunction with the ComputerID, enables
the Tanium Server to perform duplicate
Computer ID detection. If the
RegistrationCount value maintained by the
Tanium Server is not consistent with the value
being reported by the client, the Server will
assign a new, unique ComputerID to the device
to resolve the apparent duplicate ComputerID
situation identified.

ServerName

REG_SZ

FQDN or IP address of the Tanium Server to
which the client should attempt to connect.

As directed

ServerNameList

REG_SZ

In HA deployments, a comma-separated list of
Tanium Server FQDNs or IP addresses.

As directed

ServerPort

REG_DWORD

The port to use both for client-server and
client-client communication. The default is
17472

As directed

Version

REG_SZ

Tanium Client version number.

No

The Tanium Client Registry Key includes subkeys: Sensor Data, Status, ValueSystem.
Typically, subkey values are set at client installation and not modified, or they are modified
when Tanium actions or sensors are updated.

The Status subkey holds the information the client receives from the Tanium Server during
registration. Do not edit these entries. The information might help you and your
TAM understand expected behavior when troubleshooting peering.
Table 9: Tanium Client Status subkey
Registry Name

Type

Description

Modify

BackPeerAdddress

REG_SZ

Address details for current backward peer.

No
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Registry Name

Type

Description

Modify

BackPreviousPeerAddress REG_SZ

Address details for previous backward peer.

No

BufferCount

REG_
DWORD

Number of buffered messages currently
queued to be processed by the Tanium
Client.

No

ClientAddress

REG_SZ

Address details for the client host
computer.

No

NeighborhoodList

REG_SZ

Connection details provided by Tanium
Server for up to ten forward and ten
backward peers.

No

PeerAddress

REG_SZ

Address details for the current forward peer. No

PreviousPeerAddress

REG_SZ

Address details for the previous forward
peer.

No

StaleCount

REG_
DWORD

Count of sensors with stale data.

No

StaleList

REG_SZ

List of sensors with stale data.

No

TaniumClient.ini settings
Setting Name

Description

Modify

Resolver

Program to invoke to resolve the IP address of the Tanium
Server. getent is the default. For AIX and OS X this should be
set to nslookup. The available options are: getent, getenta,
host, nslookup, dig, or res_search. On OS X there are two
additional options: gethostbyname and getaddrinfo.

As directed

ComputerID

Value assigned to the client by the Tanium Server to uniquely
identify and track each Tanium managed device.

No

DatabaseEpoch

Typically the date on which the Server was installed. Used to
compare content freshness.

No

FirstInstall

Date and time of first Tanium Client installation.

No
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Setting Name

Description

Modify

HostDomainName

Required only when the domain name is not being populated
correctly in Tanium results. The value specified for this setting
overrides the data that would otherwise be returned by the
client OS.

As directed

Specify just the domain portion of the FQDN. For example,
if the FQDN is host.example.com, specify example.com.
HostFQDN

Another option when the hostname and domain name are
not being populated correctly in Tanium results. The value
specified for this setting overrides the data that would
otherwise be returned by the client OS.

As directed

Specify the complete FQDN, including hostname. For
example, specify host.example.com.
LastInstall

Date and time of latest Tanium Client installation.

No

LastGoodServerName The name of the server for the last successful client-server
connection.

No

LogPath

As directed

By default, Tanium Client log files are written to the Tanium
Client installation directory. The default for MacOS is
/Library/Tanium/TaniumClient. The default for
Linux, Solaris, and AIX is /opt/Tanium/TaniumClient.

You can use the LogPath setting to define an alternative
absolute path to write the logs. For example:
LogPath=/tmp.
LogFileSize

The size in bytes at which the log file is rotated.

As directed

LogVerbosityLevel

By default, if this value was not specified during installation, it
does not existing in the settings file. It can be added through a
Tanium scheduled action or manual update.

As directed

l

0: Disable logging. Recommended for clients installed to

sensitive endpoints or VDI endpoints.
l

1: Recommended logging level during normal operation.

l

41: Recommended logging during troubleshooting.

l

>= 91: Enable the most detailed log levels for short periods
of time only.
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Setting Name

Description

Modify

Path

Path to Tanium Client installation folder. The default for
MacOS is /Library/Tanium/TaniumClient. The
default for Linux, Solaris, and AIX is
/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient.

As directed

If you specify a different path, the TaniumClient.ini file is
still expected in the default location. This entry in the
TaniumClient.ini in the default location points to a "root"
installation directory to be used for the files and
directories associated with the Tanium Client installation,
such as Downloads, Sensors, Strings, Tools, and so on. You
can get similar results using symlinks. Before modifying
this setting, contact your TAM to discuss your objectives
and evaluate whether symlinks are preferred.
RegistrationCount

Count of registrations the Client has performed with the
Server. This value, in conjunction with the ComputerID,
enables the Tanium Server to perform duplicate Computer ID
detection. If the RegistrationCount value maintained by the
Tanium Server is not consistent with the value being reported
by the client, the Server will assign a new, unique ComputerID
to the device to resolve the apparent duplicate ComputerID
situation identified.

No

ServerName

FQDN or IP address of the Tanium Server to which the client
should attempt to connect. Leave this setting empty if using
ServerNameList.

As directed

ServerNameList

In an HA deployment or other environments where you have
multiple Tanium Servers, a comma-separated list of Tanium
Server FQDNs or IP addresses.

As directed

ServerPort

The port to use both for client-server and client-client
communication. The default is 17472

As directed

Version

Tanium Client version number.

No

Tanium Client logs
Total log space does not exceed 10 MB. Logs are written to the file log0.txt. When that file
reaches 1 MB in size, log0.txt is renamed to log1.txt. When log0.txt reaches 1 MB in size
again, log1.txt is renamed to log2.txt, and log0.txt again renamed to log1.txt. The process to
roll the logs whenever log0.txt reaches the 1 MB size limit continues until 10 logs exist in
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total. In effect, once the Tanium component reaches the 10 log limit, the log details in
log9.txt are overwritten each time a new log0.txt is started.
Log files are written to the Tanium Client installation directory.
Table 10: Default log location
OS

Location

Windows 32-bit

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Client

Windows 64-bit

\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client

AIX, Linux, Solaris

/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/

Mac OS X

/Library/Tanium/TaniumClient/

Action logs
When the Tanium Client receives an action message with an instruction set to execute, the
agent creates an action log file. Note that these files are temporary and that the client
removes them from the system after a configurable amount of time. If a package does not
seem to work when deployed through an action, it may be useful to examine the action log
files on clients.
The action log files reside in the Tanium Client Downloads folder on the file system.
Table 11: Action log location
OS

Location

Windows 32-bit

\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Client\Downloads

Windows 64-bit

\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client\Downloads

AIX, Linux, Solaris

/opt/Tanium/TaniumClient/Downloads

Mac OS X

/Library/Tanium/TaniumClient/Downloads

The Downloads folder contains Action_XXX.log files and, temporarily, the Action_XXX
folders, where XXX is the Action ID. You can find the Action ID in the Tanium Console Action
Status and Action History pages.

Action_XXX folders
The Action_XXX folder contains all of the files that are necessary for the package to be
deployed. If you deploy a package that has 5 files, each file is placed here once it is
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completely downloaded. Once all 5 files are completely downloaded, the action status
changes from "Preparing Files" to "Running" on the Action Status page.
Even if there are no package files associated with a deployed package, this folder is
created, but contains no files.

Action_XXX.log files
An Action_XXX.log file logs each phase of an Action:
1. Downloading Files
During this phase, the action log entry indicates the files are downloading:
2016-11-28 14:12:30 +0000|Downloading Files.
2016-11-28 14:12:30 +0000|Files Failed Verification

Although it appears to be an error condition, the message "Files Failed Verification"
indicates simply that the client does not have the necessary files in its local cache, so
it asks for the necessary files from its peers. This indicates normal behavior.
2. Running
During this phase, the action log notes that the action is currently running. Following
this entry, anything echoed from the package will be shown:
2016-11-28 14:12:37 +0000|Files Verified, running action.

3. Completed
When the action is finished running, an entry to indicate completion will be made.
This appears underneath the standard output capture of the action.
2016-11-28 14:12:37 +0000|Command Completed

IMPORTANT: Completion does not indicate success. For example, an action to
execute a command may complete, but the command itself failed (e.g. the command
line for the package did not match the name of the file distributed or there was no
file distributed). Machines will show that the action is complete, though nothing
occurred.
To indicate success or failure, consider adding a validation query to the package to
have the action status inform on success or failure. This is optional.
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Action log cleanup
The Tanium - Clean Stale Tanium Client Data scheduled action runs every 4 hours by
default. This action purges old Action_XXX folders and Action_XXX.log files:
l

Action_XXX folders that are 2 days old are deleted

l

Action_XXX.log files that are 4 days old are deleted

Tanium strongly recommends that the Tanium - Clean Stale Tanium Client Data scheduled
action remains enabled and at the default frequency. If you want to extend the amount of
time that the above logging files and folders are on the endpoint, please contact your
technical account manager (TAM).

Contacting Tanium support
Your TAM is your first contact for assistance troubleshooting the initial deployment.
If you require further assistance from Tanium Support, please be sure to include version
information for Tanium Core Platform components and specific details on dependencies,
such as the host system hardware and OS details. Log into https://support.tanium.com and
submit a new ticket or send us an email at support@tanium.com.
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Change log
Date

Revision Summary

February 5, 2018

Updated link to support site for CDT download to a category page so that
this document does not need to be updated every time there is a new CDT
download available

January 24, 2018

Updated CDT topic. CDT 8.2.0.36 supports user-specified SSH port for
deployments to Linux and Mac endpoints.

November 29, 2017

Updated Client Deployment Tool procedures. The CDT and Tanium™
Clients can now be securely downloaded from Tanium.

November 6, 2017

Branding look-and-feel update (PDF).

October 31, 2017

Branding look-and-feel update (HTML). Also, added Mac OS X 10.13 to list of
supported OS.

October 24, 2017

Updated Client Deployment Tool procedures. The CDT and Tanium™
Clients can no longer be downloaded from content.tanium.com.

September 15, 2017

Corrected the example of using PsExec.exe to test access to an endpoint in
the Tanium CDT chapter. There must be a double backslash at the
beginning of the hostname or IP address.

September 11, 2017

Corrected a mistake in the description of file distribution in the Overview
chapter. The Tanium Server distributes files through the backward leader,
not the forward leader.

August 21, 2017

Update to reflect changes to capitalization style for user documentation.

August 15, 2017

Update for Client Deployment Tool 8.0.8. Also, examples of Linux systemd
commands added to OS imaging chapter.

June 26, 2017

Corrected an error in Ubuntu 14 service commands (start and stop).

June 1, 2017

Added service command (start and stop) syntax for Amazon Linux and
Oracle Enterprise Linux.
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Date

Revision Summary

May 31, 2017

Updated Linux client topic to include the names of the new installers.
Clarified in the Windows client topic that you can specify a Tanium server list
when you use the CDT to generate an EXE or MSI package. Also in the
Windows client topic—changed example of using the CDT "Advanced
tags" feature to create entries that are compatible with Tanium Custom
Tagging content. In Troubleshooting, added a column in client settings
tables to indicate whether users may modify the client setting.

May 16, 2017

Added entries in supported endpoint OS table for Tanium Client
6.0.314.1579.

March 24, 2017

Added information about Action logs to the Troubleshooting chapter.

March 22, 2017

Updated sample Mac OS uninstall script.

March 13, 2017

Added HostDomainName to the TaniumClient.ini reference table.

March 9, 2017

Fixed typos on Mac client page.

February 24, 2017

Individual topics for using Windows, Mac, Linux, Solaris, and AIX package
files. Added sections on creating Windows subregistry entries and Linux
CustomTags.txt in order to use these tags in Tanium workflows.

February 10, 2017

Corrected ports used by Tanium Client Deployment Tool (135 not 139).

January 27, 2017

Added an example of specifying multiple servers to populate the
ServerNameList for Windows client package deployment with the command
line.

January 2, 2017

In the installation topic, corrected the path to the Linux start command.

December 29, 2016

Added an example to clarify that proxy server configuration for Tanium
Client Deployment tool requires both proxy server IP address and port.

December 13, 2016

Update to clarify that, in the isolated subnets configuration, you should
specify the Tanium Server IP address in CIDR format, just like a CIDR subnet
address.

November 29, 2016

Update to include procedures for using the Tanium Console Configuration
workbench to configure "separated subnets" and "isolated subnets"
settings (7.0.314.6194 and later).

November 28, 2016

Added Windows Server 2016 to the list of supported client OS versions.
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Date

Revision Summary

November 7, 2016

Added a note to the client peering chapter. It may be appropriate to add the
IP address for the Tanium Server host computer to IsolatedSubnets.txt to
prevent the Tanium Client on this particular host computer from
participating in client peering.

November 4, 2016

Updated Tanium Client Deployment Tool download link for Release
8.0.0.6.

November 1, 2016

Update to host security exceptions to use the synonym "exclusions" and to
refer to solution module documentation for additional requirements the
solution may have.

October 25, 2016

Update to add "Run as administrator" when using the Windows installer for
manual installations.

October 3, 2016

Corrected omission of Windows Server 2003 from supported client host
OS versions.

September 30, 2016

Added a chapter on configuring settings related to Tanium Client peering,
including AddressMask, DesiredNeighborhoodSize, SeparatedSubnets.txt,
and IsolatedSubnets.txt.

September 27, 2016

Added required Tanium Client version to "Host System requirements" table.

September 20, 2016

Added Mac OS X 10.12 Sierra to the list of supported client host OS versions.

September 15, 2016

Initial publication.
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